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•Public safety

•Director search

Public Affairs candidate gives views Orono residents may
vote again on building
on projecting a single image

dum, 10 percent of the registered
voters — 849 as of the last
Staff Writer
town election — need to sign a
Orono voters could decide petition.
"I don't know yet if the sigthe fate of a proposed public
safety building again on May natures will meet the number,"
17, if enough signatures from a Kempen said."Typically,a good
recent petition drive are veri- percentage of those signatures
fied.
will be thrown out."
According to Orono Town
Judging by the public hearManager Gerald Kempen, the ing held on Feb. 28 for a $1.9
town has received petitions with million version of the building,
1,028 signatures, 179 more than the council will hold the public
hearing, then vote to send the
needed.
Starting Tuesday, he added, question to referendum.
If the council approves a refthe town's board of voter registration will begin checking the erendum, a special election will
signatures against the list of reg- be held within two weeks of the
hearing. Right now,Kempen said
istered voters in Orono.
The council, during its Mon- a May 17 election is possible.
Roughly 80 to 90 of the sigday meeting, votes on setting
May 3 as a tentative date for a natures came during a student
public hearing on a special ref- petition drive held Monday in
erendum ballot for the hearing. the Memorial Union, headed by
The hearing will be held only if student Amy Rice.
849 signatures are verified.
See SAFETY on page 18
To send an issue to referen-

By Chris DeBeck

By Ryan Robbins
Staff Writer
The abilities to project a positive
image and maintain a sense of pride
are needed foi a healthy relationship
between a university and the public,
according to University of Maine
Public Affairs directorcandidate Rae
Goldsmith.
Goldsmith presented her public
relations philosophy to a smallcrowd
Thursday at the Sutton Lounge in the
Memorial Union. The forum was attended by a handful of University of
Maine staff and faculty members. Rae Goldsmith, a candidate for the directorship of Public
Goldsmith is the firstofthree finalists Affairs, answers questions at a forum in the Memorial Union.
to be interviewed for the position (Wickenheiser photo.)
currently held by Acting DirectorJohn
Diamond.Thelastdirector was Adrie atCentral Michigan University,which ple projecting different images." It's
H. Nab, who left to become vice has an enrollment of 16,250. She important for departments to turn to
president of university relations at oversees a 13-member public affairs the public affairs office for help in
targeting the right audience and conOhi Universityinthesummerof1992. staff.
Goldsmith said she has been work- veying the right message, she said.
With 12 years of experience in
See CANDIDATE
public relations, Goldsmith is cur- ing at CMU to project a single image
on page 4
rently the director of public relations ofthe university,"not pockets ofpeo-

•Guest Lecture Series

•Race for the Legislature

Sen. Cohen speaks on Stevens on ballot for re-election
trade,foreign relations
By Kristi Hallowell
Staff Writer
Trade with Malasia and North
Korea were just two of the topics
discussed by Sen. William Cohen
at Wells Common on Saturday as
part of the Guest Lecture Series.
Cohen, a U.S. Senator since
1978, spoke of his recent trip to
Malasia and Singapore.Cohen and
representatives from six Maine
companies went to try and start
some trade agreements with Malasia.
According to Cohen the country is very wealthy and in a position to get involved with world
trade.
Malasia is Maine's number one
overseas trader and, according to
Cohen,it's the second largest trader;overall, to Canada. Cohen said
that several contracts are in the
works thanks to the trip.
"The Germans, Danes, and
French are already involved in trading with Malasia, we need to get
more involved with the trade in the
country.
"Malasia really wants us in the
South Pacific, because if America
isn't there someone else will be
there,"Cohen said."They are afraid
of the instability that would lead
to."
Cohen also said that Americans need to learn the customs of
the country if we want to trade with

them.
"In Malasia you need to meet
with the person face to face, and
more than once," Cohen said.
While Cohen was in Singapore,
the Michael Faye caning case was
still being appealed. Cohen was
asked to speak on behalf of the
family to the officials.
"All I could really do was ask
them not to treat him differently
because he is American,but not to
punish him because he is American either,"Cohen said.
Cohen explained that the value
system of the country is the opposite of America's. In Singapore,
the common good is more important than individual rights, according to Cohen. It is the opposite of
the American value system.
During the question and answer period an exchange student
from Libya asked about America's
"hypocrisy" with regard to world
affairs.
Cohen agreed that, in some instances, America has been hypocritical. He used China as an example.
"We haven't given them the
trade agreement that they want because of human rights issues, and
then we turn around and wantthem
to stand beside us on the issue of
North Korea."
Cohen spoke briefly about the
See COHEN on page 4

Election
'94

By Mike
McLaughlin

Staff Writer

State Rep.Kathleen Stevens said
she enjoys having a say in her state's
government and hopes to have the
opportunity to voice her opinion in
Maine's Legislature for at least a
few more years down the road. Last
week,the first term Democrat from
Orono announced that she will seek
re-election to the Maine House of
Representatives.
Stevens, who currently holds the
District 130 seat, will run as a candidate for District 123 instead due to
the recent reapportionment that occursevery ten years when legislative
district boundaries are redrawn to

reflect shifts in population.The area
she will represent if re-elected has
been expanded toinclude Mill,Pleasant, Pine, Broadway, Beech, Middle,James,School,Water,Summer
and Oak Streets in Orono.
Theopportunityforinvolvement
has been one ofthe biggestthrills for
Stevens since taking her seat in Augusta."WhatI didn'texpect was the
power, and sort of the charge, that
one gets out of being able to vote."
Stevens, who serves on the Legislature's Education Committee,is a
graduate ofthe University of Maine
and will attend graduate school here
in the fall. She said because of her
experiences as a student, she is better able to represent her constituents
See STEVENS on page 4

Rep. Kathleen Stevens.(Courtesy photo.)

•Crime

High-speed chase ends in crash
By Mike McLaughlin
Staff Writer
Orono Police Officer John
Knappe said high speed car chases
are certainly not something he is
involved with everyday. After this
weekend,however,Knappe realizes
there is a first time for everything.
As Knappe was patrolling the
streets of Orono early Saturday
morning he spotted a 1988 Mazda
sports car on College Avenue travelling past the Munson Road at

speeds above and beyond the 25
mph limit. At about 1:30 a.m.
Knappe attempted to pull the Mazda over,but the vehicle showed no
sign of slowing down and thus the
chase was on.
The pursued car, Knappe said,
reached 85 mph at one point. Fearing for the safety of others on College Avenue,Knappe said he abandoned the chase after a little over a
mile. The officer said he slowed
his police cruiser down after the
turn near the Stillwater Village

Apartments.
"We backed off and he continued to accelerate. We didn't want
to injure ourselves or anybody
else," Knappe said.
The speeding car, Knappe added,came to an abrupt stop when it
crashed near the Old Town/ Orono
line. When the totalled car was
checked, however, the driver was
nowhere to be found.
The driver was soon located,
See CHASE on page 4
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Briefs

• US war jets bomb area of Muslim enclave of Gorazde
• Egypt's top anti-terrorist believed to be killed by group
• Rwanda enters third day of violence
•Massacre

•United Nations

US planes bomb overrun Gorazde Guard says he asked soldier for help
SARAJEVO,Bosnia-Herzegovina(AP)— Two U.S. warjets dropped bombs in
the area of the Muslim enclave of Gorazde on Sunday after Bosnian Serb forces
overran government defenses to reach the outskirts of the town.
Maj. Dacre Holloway,a U.N. military spokesman in Sarajevo,said the planes struck in
the Gorazde "pocket" Sunday evening but did not say what was hit.
NATO headquarters in Naples,Italy,released a statement identifying the planes as U.S.
F-16Cs based in Aviano, Italy. NATO also did not specify the target.
It was the first time NATO has launched an air strike. In late February, NATO warjets
downed four Serb planes violating the "no fly zone" over Bosnia. However,that decision
did not require previous U.N. approval.
Gorazde,about 35 miles south of Sarajevo, is one of the six "safe areas" for Bosnian
Mulsims that the United Nations established last year. But after that designation, Serbs
continued to besiege the city — as they have for most of the two-year war — defying the
U.N.'s intent with no retaliation.
As the Serbs pushed closer to the city, hundreds of panicked civilians from the outlying
regions poured into Gorazde overnight, arriving at up to 150 an hour,said Peter Kessler, a
spokesman for the UN High Commissioner of Refugees.
The U.N.commander in Bosnia,Lt.Gen.Sir Michael Rose,in briefcomments to reporters
in Split, Croatia, had suggested air strikes may be in the offing if the Serb attack persisted.
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JERUSALEM(AP)— A Muslim guard at the Hebron mosque where a Jewish
settler massacred 30 worshipers said Sunday he asked Israeli soldiers to help stop
the shooting, but they refused to do so.
Muhammed Abu Salah told the commission investigating the massacre that settler
Baruch Goldstein pushed past him into the hall where Palestinians were praying and
opened fire. Abu Salah raced to call soldiers for help, but they would not enter the hall,
he said.
"They heard me but refused to agree to what I requested," he said. "I told them that
there was a settler firing,and they also heard the shots and they started shooting outside."
Also Sunday, hospitals gave medical investigators two types of bullets recovered
from victims of the Feb. 25 massacre,an apparent indication that more than one gunman
was involved.
Dr. Dahoud Labadi said 25 medical files and two kinds of bullets were turned over to
a team that spent five hours in two Hebron hospitals. He said the team also examined Xrays to determine where bullets hit victims.
The presence of two kinds of bullets supports earlier testimony and Palestinian
contentions that Goldstein had an accomplice.
A police ballistics expert told the inquiry commission last week that one bullet found at
the site did not match the Galil automatic rifle used by Goldstein, or the rifles of soldiers.
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•Murder

Police say five gunmen
killed anti-terrorist official
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — Police believe five
gunmen attacking from a motorcycle and a car
carried out the assassination of Egypt's top antiterrorist official as he left his home near the Giza
Pyramids, security officials said Sunday.
The killing Saturday night was the most daring operation carried out in Cairo in the two-year campaign by
Muslim radicals to overthrow the secular government
and turn Egypt into an Islamic state.
The government had claimed to have curbed the
extremists, but they were able to strike in the capital and
kill the very man assigned to destroy them. The victim,
Maj. Gen. Raouf Khayrat, 48, was deputy chief of state
security intelligence in charge of religious terrorist activities.
In the radicals' stronghold in southern Egypt on Sunday, unidentified gunmen killed a policeman in the village of al-Qusiya, police said. Witnesses said two men
dressed in Western clothes — not in the robes of radical
Muslims — shot to death plainclothes policeman Ali
Sabit el-Mabady near his home and stole his gun.
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•Crime and punishment
•Bombing
Singapore
• • newspapers
reject critics offlogging Israel seeks to replace
SINGAPORE(AP)— Singapore newspapers are
striking
4 back atcritics ofaflogging sentence given to Palestinian workers
a U.S. teen-ager for vandalizing cars, pointing out
that many Americans support the beating.
Michael P. Fay, 18, of Dayton, Ohio, was sentenced to
six strokes ofa rattan cane,four months in jail and a $2,229
fine after he pleaded guilty to spraying paint and tossing
eggs at cars.
The sentence has not been carried out.
"American politicians and commentators — stoutchampions of the rule of law — have been busy lashing out at
Singapore," Warren Fernandez wrote in a column in The
Sunday Times.
"These commentators gloss over, or refuse to accept,
the fact that many Americans appear to accept Singapore's
decision."
The Dayton Daily News reported last week that ofabout
3,000 people who called the newspaper about the flogging,
nearly three out of four approved of the lashing sentence.
The real issue is whether "an American should be
exempt from Singapore's tough laws because some Americans find these laws distasteful," Fernandez wrote.
Fay has until April 20 to appeal for clemency from
President Ong Teng Cheong.

GAZA CITY,Occupied Gaza Strip(AP)— Until
Sunday,Hassan Maroufthought that no matter what
problems arose in the Arab-Israeli peace process, he
would keep his 25-year-old job as a construction supervisor
in Israel.
Then Israel's Cabinet announced the occupied West
Bank and Gaza Strip will be sealed off from Israel indefinitely and 18,000 foreign laborers imported. The moves are
intended to assuage security fears and break Israel's dependence on Palestinian labor.
But they created widespread despair among Palestinians, who viewed it as collective punishment that will create
permanent unemployment and cutthem offfrom Jerusalem,
their religious, cultural and political center.
Both Israelis and Palestinians predicted more violence.
Maj. Gen. Matan Vilnai, Israel's southern commander, ordered troops back into refugee camps to deal with the anticipated violence, the Haaretz newspaper reported Sunday.
"I've never been so scared in my life. There were
closures before, but I always knew I would go back to
work," said Marouf, who has 10 children. "Now,I'm not
sure I will have a job to go back to."
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•Ethnic unrest

Fighting abates in Kigalias
as foreigners evacuated
KIGALI, Rwanda (AP) — Fires burned on the
outskirts of the devastated capital of Rwanda and
hundreds looted aid warehouses Sunday as fighting
abated after three days of savage chaos. At a hospital in
Kigali, doctors claimed,soldiers slaughtered patients in their
beds.
Relief officials estimate as many as 10,000 people have
been killed in Kigali alone. The fighting — the result of a
decades-old struggle between the Hutu and Tutsi ethnic
groups — has forced hundreds ofEuropeans and Americans
to flee the country, many for neighboring Burundi.
Foreigners were leaving by air from Kigali airport or by
convoy to Bujumbura, Burundi's capital.
Secretary of State Warren Christopher said Sunday on
NBC's "Meet the Press" that most Americans had left and
"as far as we know, there are no Americans who are
unsafe." About 250 Americans, mostly missionaries and
aid workers, were in Rwanda.
In Kigali, Eric Bertin, a coordinator for the French
Doctors Without Borders, said when he and colleagues
arrived at a hospital Sunday, they found patients they had
treated the day before had been killed by soldiers overnight.
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•Maine Mentor Program

•Speaker

Political anal.

examines campaign ads Program helps
students step
into career

By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
Dr.Larry Sabato reviewed the history
oftelevised political advertising and how
it affects the behaviors of both voters and
politicians in Donald P. Corbett Hall Friday afternoon.
Sabato, a professor of government at
the University of Virginia, has written
several books on the structure of the U.S.
government, and appears as a political
analyst on national news programs, according to President Fred Hutchinson,
who gave the introduction.
Sabato made good use of room 100's
multimedia facilities, displaying several
of the commercials he spoke about on the
large projection screen behind the podium.
The first television advertisements for
presidential candidates were quite primitive, and differed very little from the
movie-house newsreels that Americans
were accustomed to watching before TVs
were in every home.
An ad that Sabato showed for Dwight
Eisenhower from 1952 had big, cinematic titles flashing and zooming through
the frame, and Ike's eyes shifted erratically while he spoke; many would-be TV
personalities hadn't yet grown used to
cue cards in the early 50s.
The first real"TV President," according to Sabato, was John F. Kennedy. He
could pull off"head-and-shoulders" spots
flawlessly, and his famous televised de-

By Faith Mohs
Volunteer Writer

that he was young, while photographs
intermingled with crowds ofcute cartoon
hands holding up Kennedy placards. It
didn't touch on his platform at all, but the

Students at the University of Maine
are getting a head start on their careers
with a lot of help from alumni and friends.
Around 642 professionals volunteer
their time to share their experiences about
what it's like out in the real world of the
work force.
It has been established since 1986 and
is called the Maine Mentor Program. The
program, located in Chadbourne Hall, is
a result of a cooperative effort of the
Career Center and the Alumni Association.
A student is matched up, through the
use of a computer data base, with a mentor in a certain state and a particular field
that the student is interested in.
The student then phones or sends a
letter to the mentor to set up an initial
interview. Some meet in a formal setting
on campus while others prefer to just do
lunch or meet off campus. The interviews usually take about an hour, but can
be longer if the mentor would like.
Other students get a more real to life
view, or hands on experience, out of the
contact if a tour of the businesses or
facilities that the mentors work at is available.

See ADS on page 6

See MENTORS on page 6

Larry Sabato recounts the history of political advertising in Donald P. Corbett
Hall Friday afternoon.(Wickenheiser photo.)
bate with Richard Nixon won his favor
with countless voters at the time.
He also pioneered the very pretty, but
meaningless campaign ad. A 1960 spot
had a chorus singing a happy little tune
based mostly on his name and the fact

Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual
Aware-ness Week
APRIL
9-15
1994
Saturday, April 9
Benefit Dance
Hosted by Wilde Stein
for Eastern Maine AIDS Network, Ram's
Horn,8pm Admission:S2 Wilde Stein members, $3 General Public,
Monday, April 11
The Right Response: Gay & Lesbian Organizing in the
90's, by Sue Hyde, National Gay & Lesbian Task Force,
Damn Yankee. 8pm, Free and Open to the Public.
Film: Philadelphia, Hauk Auditoriam, 9:30 pm Admission: $1.
Tuesday, April 12
Film: Philadelphia, Hauk Auditorium, 7 pm and 9:30 pm,Admission $1.
Wednesday, April 13
Films: Honored by the Moon,& Forbidden Love, 100 Donald P. Corbett Building,
7:30 PM,Free and Open to Public.
Thursday, April 14
Wilde Stein Open House, Sutton Lounge, 7 pm,Free and open to public
Friday, April 15
Romanvsky & Phillips in concert, Colby College,8 pm,(call 581-1596 for information) Donations accepted.

ALL EVENTS ARE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
SPONSORED BY THE GAY/LESBIAN/
BISEXUAL CONCERNS COMMITTEE,
WILDE STEIN, AND THE OFFICE OF
MULITCULTURAL & SPECIAL
PROGRAMS.
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Candidate
"I don't see these things as control issues,"
she said.
Instead, she said she considers it necessary
to ensure that the same messages are being
conveyed,"just in different ways."
This philosophy has worked wellduring her
tenure at CMU,Goldsmith said.
One project Goldsmith said she is working
on at CMU is promoting the importance ofthe
student's role in the university's reputation.
She said that when she first went to CMU,
theschoolhad apartyimage,butthat'schanged.
"We are seeing students change and seeing
students take ownership ofthe reputation ofthe
institution," she said.
Goldsmith said she has considerable experience with the news media and the public
during crises.
"We just dealt with a major athletic crisis
and we've dealt with student rioting," she said.
Other crises Goldsmith said she has dealt with
as CMU's public affairs director are academic
misconduct and rape, among other problems
that plague college campuses.
In dealing with serious problems, Goldsmith said it's important for a school to realize
that "many of these things that happen in an
institution doesn't mean that it's a bad institution." Any time you have a school of a consid-

from page 1
erable size you're going to have problems,she
said.
Working with the news media, especially
with studentjournalists,in providing information is important to Goldsmith.
"I'm probably pretty well known on campus as trying to get people to understand the
importance of a student newspaper," she said.
"Students are as tuned in to what's going on"as
the general public.
The relationship between public relations
people and the news mediais a"healthy,antagonistic relationship," Goldsmith said. "It's to
our benefit,even when thingsgettough,to work
with the press as we would when we weretrying
to place a positive story," she said."I think we
keep each other on our toes. I think the media
helps us in ways that we don't want to admit"
Goldsmith said she found the University of
Maine position inviting because of its broad
description.
"There are some opportunities here that I
see in the job description that I'd like to be
involved in. I tend to think that it's extremely
importantthatthe university view public affairs
as an overall mission in that you've got to be
consistent when you talk with faculty and students and donors and alumni. The messages
that you have to tell them should be the same,"

Stevens
with her votes in the Legislature.
"The biggest benefit as a representative of
this district is to be a student and to have been
a student. To have gone through it, to have
suffered through the cuts and to know the life
and the atmosphere ofOrono and the college,"
Stevens said.
The youngest person in the Maine House
ofRepresentatives said she hasintroducedtwo

but told to them differently, she said.
Location was anotherfactorin Goldsmith's
decision to apply for the position. She said she
had found Maine to be very attractive when she
first visited 10 years ago and knows people who
have "fallen in love with the state."
If hired, Goldsmith said she won't start a
massive overhaulin the operations ofthe public
affairs office.
"I don't think that anybody should come in
from the outside and dictate massive change
immediately," she said. "I think the first thing
anybody needs to do is listen very carefully,
look at the assets of the institution and start
thinking about how the institution can build
upon those assets."
Leaving her currentposition atCMU won't
be easy for Goldsmith. She said she doesn't
know if she wants to leave, but UMaine is the
only place she has applied to because of the
position's opportunities and challenges.
She has seen"a sincere interest and pride in
the university"from the people she has met,she
said.
The nextforum will feature candidate Nick
Marro, director of Public Relations and Vermont Relations at the University of Vermont,
Tuesday, at 3 p.m. at Sutton Lounge in the
Memorial Union.
from page 1

student-related bills that have passed. These
are the landlord tenant bill and a bill to establish a University of Maine Scholarship Fund
through the creation and sale of UMaine license plates.
The landlord tenant bill that was signed
into law increases the repair and deduct
amountfrom $100 to $250,or half a month's
rent. The UMaine license plates, which will

INPUT
WANTED
The University of Maine System has contracted
with a national consulting firm to conduct a study of the
adequacy of information resources in the System. On
Wednesday, April 13th a consultant will be in Orono to
interview library users, staff and administrators. If you
have any comments, experiences, or concerns pertaining
-to the library resources on this campus the consultant
would like to hear from you!
Date: Wednesday, April 13, 1994
Time: 3:00 PM
Place: Lynch Room,2nd Floor, Fogler Library
This meeting is open to all students. For more information
call Mary Casserly, Collection Development Division Head,
Fogler Library, 1-1659.

be available on Sept. 1, will be issued by the
state and half of the proceeds from them will
go to academic scholarships for Maine students based on need.
Stevens said she stays in contact with
students and their concerns and added she is
currently keeping a close eye on the athletic
controversy and the Student Legal Services
debate at UMaine.
If elected to a second term, Stevens said
she will continue to focus on education at the
college level as well as at the K-12levels. She
also said she hopes voters will give her a
chance to continue to see the changes in the
Legislature first-hand.
"I've enjoyed being involved in the changing face of the Maine Legislature. I feel like
I've been swept in on the tail end of the long
traditional organization under John Martin
(former Speaker ofthe House)thatreally went
through an earthquake. Everything has
changed," Stevens said.

Cohen

from page 1

possibility of war and said that the policies the United States is currently implementing should have been put into action
a year ago.
"We gave them too many carrots and
not enough sticks," Cohen said. "We
gave them everything they had been asking for and we were left with nothing to
use in a bargain," Cohen said about the
U.S. attempts to get access to North Korea's nuclear capabilities.

Chase

from page 1

though, as the result of a call for an ambulance that came from Knox Hall on the
University of Maine campus. Knappe said
the driver had fled to Knox Hall and was let
in by one of the residents.
From there, he added, the driver was
taken to Eastern Maine Medical Center in
Bangor where Knappe got his first chance to
question him.
Knappe learned that Keith Cyrus was the
identity of the mysterious figure behind the
wheel of the Mazda. Cyrus, an 18-year-old
man from Chicago,Ill.,is a boarder at a high
school in Fryeburg.
Despite the irreparable damage to the car
Cyrus was driving, Knappe said that Cyrus
only sustained a minor cut above one of his
eyes because of the crash.
"He was wearing his seat belt, that's
what saved him," Knappe pointed out.
The officer said Cyrus was charged with
Operating Under the Influence, unauthorized use of a vehicle, eluding an officer,
criminal speed and leaving the scene of a
personal injury.
Knappe said Cyrus"confessed to everything" when he was questioned at the hospital.
Cyrus has been released from EMMC
and is now out on bail. Knappe said Cyrus'
court date has been set for April 22.

LOOK

Sizzler
11 Bangor Mall Blvd
Bangor
942-3447

Sirloin Steak Dinner and
our All-You-Can-Eat
Soup & Sala
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•En garde

Fencers sharpen skills, trade points at expo
By Jonathan Humphrey
Staff Writer
Fencing enthusiasts braved slashing rains
Sunday to do some slashing of their own as
the University of Maine Blade Society presented its first annual Fencing Exposition in
Lengyel Gym on April 10.
Donning protective coverings and helms,
members ofthe Blade Society and other local
fencers gave an ages old tradition a shot in the
arm... and the chest...and the head.
"Sometimes it hurts," Peter Nickerson,
vice president of the Blade Society said. "If
the person hits you too hard it can sting."
"Some people do get bruises. Usually it's
only those who get bruised relatively easily,
but even I've gotten some that smarted quite
a bit," he added.
Fencing styles varied from sport to period
to melee, with singles fencing taking place in
the morning and tournaments in all styles
held during the afternoon.
"Sport fencers are your Olympic style
fencers, the ones that you generally see in
competitions," Nickerson said."Period fencers attempt to recreate the style of Renaissance fencing, the way it actually would be
out on the street."
Nickerson is himself a period fencer with
three years experience. He said he isn't sure
what first attracted him to the sport. He had
difficulty locating the fencing society at
UMaine when he came here, but he believes
interest in this unusual pastime is on the rise.
"It seems to be increasing," Nickerson
said."Although it's hard to tell for sure."

Nickerson said few matches last longer
than 30seconds in period fencing.The thrusts
and cuts are swift,and any match that goes on
for more than a minute or two is exhausting.
James Tyson,a period fencer and a member of both the Blade Society and the Society
for Creative Anachronism, a worldwide organization which attempts to recreate aspects
of the Middle Ages, said many fencers get
into the sport for the same reasons.
"I suppose I'm a lot like other fencers,"
Tyson said, "You see the movies with the
fencing scenes, and Errol Flynn waving his
sword, and it looks like a grand time."
Sarah Bryant,a member ofthe SCA from
Thorndike who has been fencing for a year
and a half, agreed.
"I'd always liked the old movies where
people are fencing,so I thought I'd go and see
what it was like. Now here lam."Bryant said.
According to Tyson, women have been
involved in fencing since the 1500s, and are
well represented in the sport today.
"It runs a little heavier to men, but there
are a lot of women," Tyson said."When you
get into heavy weapons combat it's different.
That's far more heavily men."
Tom Morey, a member of the fencing
team at Bates College and a sport fencer,
explained the differences between sport and
period fencing.
"Sport fencing is done on a strip. There is
only backwards and forwards movement.
There is a different scoring system as well,"
Morey said.
Sport fencing uses a point system where
five touches equals a victory, as opposed to

Andy Jordan (left) and Sara Bryant (right) engage in combat during
Sunday's exposition. (Staff photo.)
the period fencing system ofusing thrusts and
cuts to score body damage by area which
eventually adds up to a kill, Morey said.
"There are three weapons that can be
used," Morey said, "There's foil, epee, and
saber. With foil and epee you have to hit with
the tip. With the saber you can hit with either
the tip or the side of the blade."
Morey said each weapon in sport fencing
also hasidifferent target area in competitions.

The foil hasto be used on the opponent's chest.
The epee can be used anywhere, and a saber
can be used on the chest, arms and head.
Period and sport fencers seemed to have
differing views on the relative merits ofeach
style, but all agreed that chivalry and safety
were important to the sport.
Anyone interested in getting into fencing
at UMaine can contact Peter Nickerson at
581-7527.

ACADEMY AWARD'
NOM I -NATION S
In cluditm

BEST ACTOR—Tom Hanks
BEST SCREENPLAY—Ron Nyswaner

Want to
look
andfeel
important?

"A DAZZLING ACHIEVEMENT! TRIUMPHANT!
Magnificently memorable performances by Tom Hanks and Denzei Washington."
Guy Flatley, COSMOPOLITAN

"AN EMOTIONAL
POWERHOUSE:'

"FORCEFUL,
IMPASSIONED,
AND MOVING?'

Peter Trawrs, ROLLING STONE

Janet Mashn, THE NEW YORK TIMES

"TOM HANKS IS
FLAT-OUT
TERRIFIC?'

"****
A MARVELOUS
ENSEMBLE OF ACTORS
led by Tom Hanks and
Denzel Washington?'

Leah Rozen PEOPLE

"****
'Philadelphia' is
passionate, compelling
and inspiring?'

Marshall fine, GANNETT NEWSPAPERS

"DENZEL WASHINGTON
IS OUTSTANDING?'

Bill Diehl, ABC RADIO NETWORK

"THE BEST MOVIE
OF THE YEAR:'

"TWO THUMBS UP!"
SISKEL & EBERT

Charla Krupp, GLAMOUR

1011 HAMS EIEN1R WOMEN

The Maine Campus
is now accepting applications for the position of
Editor. Applicants must have at least one
semester of writing experience at The Campus and
a minimum 2.5 GPA.
Applications are available at the paper and are due by

Thursday, April 14 at 5 pm.
Call 581-1271 for more information.

1 111111111111111
IRISTARIIISTORESiEsmis ,111NSA NIETO NMI A NAT AN OEMMErn"MEV
JAS NRORAR MARV STBRORIN ANIONIOETANIAS'"11 110WAR SONE at DRYS ETNA,XENNEI.FT,R NRAAN ""7 RON NYSWANER
WAR SAX N AIJ NAT AN EWE'1""NONAT N EWE 5N100 MO INPS .stiRmi?

Monday, April 11th and Tuesday, April 12th
Hauck Auditorium, Memorial Union
7:00 P.M. & 9:30 P.M.
Admission $1.00
Box Office Opens at 6:00 P.M.
For More information call the Office of Multicultural and Special Programs 581-1425
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Ads

from page 3

jingle certainly stuck in voters' minds.
pared for peace."
Political advertising does not guaranAny scholarly person could easily catch
tee a voting boost, however, Sabato said. the metaphor of the bear representing the
If an ad is simply too strange or unbeliev- Soviet threat and the calm hunter as the
able, it can work against a candidate by United States military acting as a deterriling political critics up against him or rent. The commercial, though, was meant
her.
to be seen by blue-collar workers, who
He showed a Jimmy Carter ad from were quite concerned about the Cold War,
1980 that proved his point. Carter was according to political research at the time.
sitting in a backyard, talking with some
In this case, the average viewer of
women about the national economy.
"The Dukes of Hazard" (during which
Sabato said that ads like these helped the ad was shown) thought it was about
kill any chance of winning that election Reagan's stance on the environment or
for Carter, who was already riding low in on gun control, Sabato said.
opinion polls from his presidential perAn unfortunate trend of today's politformance.
ical ads is negative campaigning:the prac"This was just an incredibly absurd tice of broadcasting messages to sling
ad. The president in Mrs. Reed's back- mud at your opponent, but to scarcely
yard? How'd he get there? The president mention your own qualifications. Bewas very stiff, and those women were tween 50 percent and 75 percent of politarranged like wax statues across the ical ads during the 80s and 90s have been
lawn," Sabato said.
that type.
Another point ofcaution, he said,sur"This has various effects on our polirounds catchy slogans;ifsomeone's catch tics. It certainly reduces the very necesphrase is too dopey-sounding, a parody sary element of civility.., it almost cerof it may soon become as famous as the tainly decreases voter turnout, because
actual slogan. Barry Goldwater's ads once that's one of the strategies of negative
proclaimed, "In your heart, you know advertising.., to concentrate negative ads
he's right." Lampooners soon followed in media markets where your opponents
up with "In your guts, you know he's are strong," Sabato said.
nuts."
These ads all take their cue from the
Some campaign ads mean well, but 1964 U.S. presidential campaign, where
miss their target audience, according to Lyndon B. Johnson and Barry Goldwater
Sabato. One 1984 ad for Reagan showed attacked each other with ads that tried to
a bear walking through the woods,until it make the other man look like an evil,
encounters a man in hunting gear with a cowardly cad, playing on the worst fears
rifle at his side, and the bear backs up a of television viewers.
step. A message appears, "Reagan: preThe most well-known of these was

In a bad mood? Take 10 seconds to cheer someone
else up and your bad mood will disappear.
110

Mentors

from page 3

one on LBJ's side, the "daisy spot,"
Approximately 96 students are curwhere a little girl's voice as she counts rently utilizing the mentors in the proflower petals is drowned out by the gram leaving plenty of room for more to
countdown and detonation of a nuclear join up. A majority of these students are
weapon, a reaction to Goldwater's casu- seniors, but those in all grade levels at the
al remarks about atomic bombs. After university are welcome.
one airing, Johnson personally changed
Laura Kestner, graduate assistant and
his mind and ordered it off the air for coordinator of the program, encourages
being perhaps too strong in message.
students to start as soon as they would
LBJ became famous in analyst circles like. "We'd like to see students come in
for his slightly more subtle"bombs away" as sophomores and juniors because often
spots, which also played on the Ameri- these connections can turn into co-ops
can concern of nuclear war, but not so and internships," Kestner said.
violently as the daisy ad, using instead
Although the primary goal of MMP is
images like a flashing "red phone" upon not to go out and ask people for jobs,
the president's desk.
sometimes the mentors lead to that. "It's
"When you capitalize upon a mood important to remember that these are volthat's already in the electorate, you may unteers and that they are excited about
very well succeed," Sabato said.
helping students here at the university,"
A recent positive trend to offset the Kestner added. "A lot of other schools
new flurry of negative ads is the use of have this program, but not to this extent."
humor in television campaigning. Jokes
Some professors at the university
aren't to be taken lightly in the political found this to be such an asset to an eduspectrum, Sabato said. One pair of funny cation that they incorporated it into their
ads, aired a few years ago, gave Kentucky class requirements. One such professor
candidate Mitch McConnell a huge enough is Dr. Mary Beth Pinto, assistant profesboost to win a seat in the US Senate and sor of marketing.
depose the incumbent, whom everyone
"My experience with the Maine Menhad thought was surely going to win.
tor Program is very fulfilling and my
If the former senator had reacted college education would not have been
quickly enough and launched his own the same without it," Marry Butler, a
antidotal, equally funny ads, he'd proba- senior in Pinto's class, said.
bly still be on office, Sabato said. Politi"Instead of just giving someone a
cians have to be on their toes, he added, book, we are giving them a real live
not only while passing bills and budgets, person to talk to," Kestner said."To have
but also when using the powerful medi- contact with someone who is out there is
invaluable."
um of television as a campaign tool.

Recycle....Recycle....Recycle...Recycle...

CIDIEN MIFF NIGI-11-

The 8tudy &kill Program

A series ofone-hour seminars designed to offer
helpful tips on improving a variety of your learning
skills.
Program this week:
April 13-Final Exam Preparation
Clyde Folsom-Staff Counselor
Doug Johnson-Staff Psychologist
Cutler Health Center
Sponsored by the Memorial Union and
the Office of Commuter Services, University of Maine

Wednesdays - 3:15 p.m.
Totman Room
Memorial Union
. . meet me at

Mountain Bikes
$255.00-$2800.00

TREICusA

Sign up is on a first come,first serve basis. To
sign up, come to the Union Board office, 2nd
floor Memorial Union by Wednesday, April 20
or call 581-1735 for More information.
Brought to you By:
Hours:

9 Pine St.
Orono

866-3525
MC,Visa, Discover

Acoustic Musical Acts
Variety Acts
Comedy Acts
Friday, April 22
8 PM in the Damn Yankee

Mon,Fri 9-5
T,W,Th 9-7
Sat 9-4
Closed Sunday

The Union Board: DIVE'RSIONS
Campus Entertainment
A Division of Student Affairs
581-1735
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•Business

•Crime

Rep.Kilkell to push for Bangor plant under
new ownership
• g law
stronger
SOUTH BERWICK(AP)— Ann Marie
Dempsey Rice remarried,changed her name
and moved to get away from her former
boyfriend, only to have him show up on her
doorstep Dec. 7.
Screaming that he still loved her, the
man repeatedly slashed his wrists and kicked
at the door as Dempsey Rice dialed for help.
The Dempsey Rice case has spurred state
Rep. Marge L. Kilkelly, D-Wiscasset —
herself a stalking victim — to push for a
stronger, more comprehensive stalking law.
Kilkelly said modifications in Maine's
stalker law last October were supposed to
ensure against episodes like the one faced by
Dempsey Rice.
"This is exactly the kind of case that the
stalker law was intended for," said Kilkelly,
who pushed for the revisions in Maine's
stalker laws last year and vowed to work to
strengthen them.
Maine law makes stalking — following
someone or going to someone's home,school
or business without reasonable cause — a
form of harassment, a misdemeanor, punishable by a maximum 364 days in jail.
Stalking is a more serious crime if the
victim has a court order protecting her from
abuse or harassment. If convicted of stalking three times within five years, a suspect
could face felony charges punishable by
five years in prison and a $5,000 fine.
After being pursued in Massachusetts,
Florida and ultimately Maine,Dempsey Rice

is walking proof of the weakness in antistalking laws. Her assailant was never
charged in those states.
Stephen Beyers is finally in jail, charged
with terrorizing Dempsey Rice and using a
razor blade to threaten a South Berwick
police officer during the December episode.
The problems for Dempsey Rice started after she met Beyers and he moved in
with her family in Rowley, Mass., four
years ago. On the night they broke up,she
says, Beyers drove her car to a nightclub
and slashed his wrists. Later, he made
threats toward her.
"He said iflever dated anyone else, he
would kill me," she recalled.
A Massachusetts judge issued an order
prohibiting Beyersfrom contacting her.But
he persisted, making as many as 62 phone
calls in one day, Dempsey Rice said.
Later, Beyers was charged and spent 20
days at a state hospital. He was sent to a
second hospital before standing trial and
getting sentenced to spend 18 months in jail.
He was released four months later and
sent to Florida to live with his parents. He
violated his parole by returning to Massachusetts and eventually tracked Dempsey
Rice to Maine.
Kilkelly said she will research how
other states handle the issue and will push
for a federal stalking law, which has been
proposed by U.S. Sen. William Cohen,RMaine.

BANGOR(AP)— After more than 2 1/2
years ofnegotiations,the LCPchemical plantin
Orrington came under new ownership Thursday.
HoltraChem Manufacturing acquired the
plant from the bankrupt Hanlin Group Inc.,
based in New Jersey.
"I'm very, very excited about the new
owners," said general manager Edward Imben, whose plant produces chemicals such as
chlorine and caustic soda for the pulp and paper
industry.
"We definitely know it's going to be a

better operating system than we currently have
and have had," Imbert said.
A HoltraChem representativesaid Orrington
can expectto be paid$600,000itis owed in back
taxes.
The outlook for the plant had been clouded
since LCP's parentcompany sought protection
from its creditors under Chapter 11 of the U.S.
Bankruptcy Code.Paychecks were sometimes
delayed and new equipment was not purchased
as Hanlin grappled with cash flow problems.
The plant is the largest customer ofBangor
Hydro-Electric.

•Elections

Brennan, Mitchell win
informal straw votes
AUGUSTA(AP)— Victoria Murphy of
Portland was elected Sunday as chairwoman of the Maine Democratic State Committee. She will replace Jim Mitchell, who
resigned to run for Congress.
Murphy is a member of the Cumberland
County party committee. Kristen Coombs
of Arrowsic will stay on as the state committee's vice chairwoman.
The other candidates for the chairmanship included Augusta Mayor William Burney, state Rep. James Bowers of Washington and William Bryan of Bowdoinham,the

Sagadahoc party committee chairman.
Because party rules require that the committee chair and vice chair be represented by
different genders, Democrats had to change
their rules Sunday to allow Murphy and
Coombs to serve at the same time.
Under the new rules, people of the same
gender may serve in the two posts if elected
mid-term.
Meanwhile, former Gov. Joe Brennan
came out ahead in an Aroostook County
straw vote ofDemocratic gubernatorial candidates Saturday.

We're accounting on you
to fill a taxing position.
The Maine Campus Business Department is extending an invitation to one motivated management-oriented
individual to fill the position of assistant business manager for the 94-95 school year. This position has fasttrack written all over it: after you complete your year as assistant business manager, you will be asked to take
over the business manager's position, making you (alongside the editor-in-chief) the head cheese at The Maine
Campus. Of course, this job will be a trump card on your resume.

Resumes and applications due by Monday, April 18, 1994.
• Applicant must:
have two years remaining at the University of Maine
have had two semesters of accounting
be a business major
be willing to commit 15-20 hours per week

• Work-Study accepted but not required.
• You'll be held accountable for:
billing customers
subscription management
accounts receivable

• Call Jeff at 581-1272.

The Maine Campus
Business Department
"Real people handling real money."
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•Russia

•Iraq

Even with allied cover, Chemical weapons treaty
may miss target date
Kurds fear Sadham
ERBIL,Iraq(AP)— Abdullah Goran's planes based in Turkey and helped by $150
stone house in Kurdish northern Iraq needs million in U.N. aid. But it is a precarious
repairs, but he doesn't fix it even though he existence under constant threat from Saddhas plenty of money.
am,known here simply as The Beast.
"What's the use?" he said. "Saddam
In recent days, Saddam has reinforced
Hussein might come back one day."
his northern army to an estimated strength of
The 60-year-old landowner, clad tradi- 100,000, including at least one division of
tionally in a red-and-white turban and baggy his elite Republican Guard.
Although officials in Baghdad describe
pants,sat before a dank,mildewed wall hung
with framed photographs of himself and his the military movements as mere training
friends. The roofleaked and strips of peeling exercises, the Kurdish chief of security,
Karim Sanjari, said, "We believe Saddam
white paint dangled from the ceiling.
Less than a mile away, across the green wants to move against us,but we don'tknow
flatlands of northern Iraq, Saddam's troops when."
are dug in with tanks and artillery along the
"Many people have already packed their
36th parallel, the southern boundary of the bags and are ready to run if anything hapself-governing Kurdish enclave.The bound- pens," said Hoshyar Zebari, a senior offiary is a constant affront to the Iraqi leader, cial of the Kurdistan Democratic Party.
Increasingly, the enclave is coming to
whose forces have killed thousands ofKurds
in his 20-year effort to crush them.
resemble an independent state, with a 15Many ofthe estimated 3 million Kurds in member government and a 105-seat parliathe enclave are as uncertain of the future as ment elected in 1992.
About 20 million Kurds, a people of
Goran, even as they build a new state after
Indo-European origin,are spread across Iraq,
half a century of fighting for a homeland.
Goran is afraid to take his several Swed- Iran, Turkey and Syria. Half a million still
ish tractors onto land near the line. Twice,he are under Baghdad's control, but the rest of
has abandoned his home in the town of Iraq's Kurds lie in the 19,300-square-mile
Bardaresh because of Saddam's scorched- enclave.
earth campaigns against the Kurds.
David Phillips, president of the U.S.
The U.S.-led Gulf War allies established Congressional Human Rights Foundation,
the enclave as a haven for the Kurds to keep reported after a recent visit: "Democratic
Saddam from taking revenge on them for institutions have taken root ... but without a
their uprising after Iraq's 1991 Gulf War continued commitment from the international community, Saddam is poised to
defeat.
The zone is protected by allied war- launch new attacks."

THE RESIDENTS ON CAMPUS
AWARDS 1993-1994!
!
!
Residents on Campus, a Board of Student Government, Inc.,

is opening nominations
Monday, April 11,for the following awards:

Residence Hall Service Award
This award will be presented to a non-university
affiliated business/organization that has committed
special time or energy to benefit on-campus residents.

Resident Director/Resident
Assistant of the Year
This award will be presented to the Resident Director
or Resident Assistant whose performance has
exemplified the qualities students seek to help make
living on campus a pleasant experience.

Campus Living Employee of the year
This award will go to the Campus Living employee
who has exceeded expectations for the residents who
live on campus.

Nomination forms may be picked up at the
Residents On Campus Office
3rd Floor Memorial Union
581-1760
Nominations are due by April 22.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Russia has
not yet begun destroying its hoard ofchemical weapons and may not have the technology to do so, despite agreeing in 1990 to
demolish them, a new U.S. government
report says.
"According to U.S. and Russian officials,Russia cannot safely destroy its chemical weapons using its current facilities,"
according to the report by the General Accounting Office, which conducts investigations for Congress.
Moreover,the GAOfound,Russia "currently has no comprehensive plan that defines when and how the weapons will be
destroyed."
The United States has begun test burns
of some of its 31,000 tons of chemical
weapons, at a cost expected to reach $8.6
billion.
Russia estimates the cost of destroying
its 40,000 tons of weapons at $5 billion to
$6 billion, and wants $1 billion in foreign
aid to do the work. The only contributions
so far have been a pledge of $55 million
from the United States and $2.9 million
from Germany.
The United States and the then-Soviet
Union agreed in 1990 to begin to demolish
chemical weapons by late 1992. The two
countries were the world's major holders
of chemical weapons.
The United States and Russia have both

signed — but neither has yet ratified — a
new global treaty on chemical weapons.
The Senate Foreign Relations Committee
is slated to hold a hearing on the treaty
Wednesday.
Early last year,governments began signing the new Chemical Weapons Convention, with the goal of putting it into force
two years later —Jan.13, 1995.So far, 156
out of a possible 192 have signed.
But the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency says only four have ratified it: Sweden and the tiny island republics of Fiji, Mauritius and Seychelles. Before the treaty can go into force,65 ratifications are needed.
"The convention is not likely to meet
its ... entry-into-force date," according to
the GAO.
One U.S. arms control official, who
spoke on condition of anonymity,said Jan.
13 was a goal,not a deadline,and that it was
still possible that the needed ratifications
could be obtained in time. If not, he said,
the only consequence would be further
delay.
Many countries are waiting to see what
Russia and the United States do before
signing the global convention, the report
said. They include some suspected of developing poison gas weapons — North
Korea, Iraq, Libya Syria, Egypt and Taiwan.

•Middle East

Christopher calls on Arafat
to condemn violence in Israel
WASHINGTON(AP)— Publicly and
through diplomatic channels, the United
States is calling on the PLO to condemn
a spate of bloody attacks on Israeli civilians — and hoping the violence will not
derail Palestinian self-rule.
The Palestine Liberation Organization extended condolences Thursday to
the families of the victims, but Secretary
of State Warren Christopher said "we
wish they would condemn the violence."
Although there are calls in Israel for
suspending negotiations,Christopher predicted the talks would resume and conclude in two weeks with a plan to implement Palestinian self-rule in Jericho and
in Gaza.
That was supposed to begin Dec. 13
and wind up April 13, but haggling over
details slowed the negotiations and an
attack in February by a Jewish extremist
on a mosque in Hebron, killing 30 Muslims at prayer, caused a further slowdown.
Also, Syria, Jordan and Lebanon
walked out of negotiations with Israel in
Washington.The Arab governments have
not returned despite entreaties from President Clinton and other administration
officials.
The U.S. concern now is that the attacks in Israel could add to the damage.

Israelis with varying political views are
raising the prospect of a suspension in
the talks.
Christopher, hoping to ease tensions,
asked the PLO publicly Thursday night
to condemn the attacks in Israel. A similar U.S. appeal has been sent through
diplomatic channels.
"We wish they would condemn the
violence," Christopher said on PBS'
"MacNeil-Lehrer NewsHour."
Noting that Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin promptly and unequivocally condemned the Hebron attack,
Christopher said "we would like to see a
comparable statementfrom the other side,
frankly."
Earlier, State Department spokesman
Michael McCurry said the United States
believes the PLO and Arab governments
"should join with the international community ... in condemning these acts of
violence."
He quickly qualified the statement to
say "all acts of violence" and denounced
the perpetrators as "enemies ofthe peace
process, itself."
In Cairo, the PLO issued a statement
Thursday extending its condolences to
the families of the victims and saying it
hoped "all parties would commit themselves to protecting the peace process."

Where else can you get it three
times a week?
The Maine Campus
news and a whole lot more.
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*Ileidthicare

*Medicare

Many still skeptical
of Clinton's plan

Doctors take Medicare
patients, despite low payments

KANSAS CITY, Kan.(AP)— Wielding
charts and ticking off points on his fingers,
President Clinton pitched his health-care reform plan in aTV "town hall" Thursday where
wary Americans delivered a healthy dose of
skepticism.
While Clinton matter-of-factly fielded a
variety of questions that went to the heart of
problems with the current health-care system,
he bristled a little at suggestions his plan would
costjobs.
"For many,many businesses like mine,the
cost of your plan is simply a cost that will cause
us to eliminate jobs," Herman Cain, chief
executive officer of Godfather's Pizza told the
president."What will I tell those people whose
jobs I will have to eliminate?"
Clinton argued that requiring all employers
to buy insurance for their workers would push
up Cain's costs of business by only about 2
percentandjoked that"I'd keep buying" pizza
even at that price.
When Cain insisted that his costs would be
much higher,the president cut him offand told
him to send the White House details on his
business. "Send it to me," he said. "We'll
work on it."
A Topeka man cited "poor performance"
in other big government programs and cited
SocialSecurity,welfareand "pork barrelspending." He asked Clinton how the government
could manage a "socialistic program" like
universal health care without driving up the
deficit.

"I don't want the government to run it,"
Clinton said, noting his plan preserved the
system of private insurance.
"I'm not going to let Social Security get in
trouble either," Clinton added.
Joseph Conrad of Omaha, said he was "a
person living with full-blown AIDS" and was
having trouble paying for health care.
"You would be much better off under our
plan," Clinton said. He noted that prescription
drugs would be available under his plan.
TV officials said they had specifically solicited questions on health care for Thursday's
forum.
Cain is an outspoken critic of the Clinton
health-care plan,and White House aides called
his participation in the forum "a total setup."
An Omaha woman who said she worked for
Mutual of Omaha condemned what she called
"personal attacks by the administration" on the
insurance industry. She said the industry was
taking many "positive steps" to reduce costs.
"Let me try to defend myself," Clinton
responded, citing "attacks on our plan by the
multimillion-dollar ad campaign" by the insurance industry.
"Nothing would please me more than to
tone down the rhetoric(and)recognize that alot
ofthe bigger companies have done a lotto try to
control health care costs," Clinton said.
Kansas City resident Elaine Shaffer asked
"why Washington continues to fail to put the
country's priorities in the order they belong"
and doesn't act on health-care reform.

WASHINGTON (AP) — When Robert
Zirk's doctor left Richland, Wash., it took
Zirk's wife nearly a year to find another
physician willing to accept the frail, diabetic
retiree as a patient.
"When you turn 65, you become a second-class citizen," complained Bea Zirk.
"You're at the mercy of doctors who won't
accept you as a Medicare patient."
A new 491-page report to Congress says
Medicare now pays physicians just 59 percent as much as private insurers pay. Five
years ago,Medicare paid 68 percent as much.
The widening gap has stirred fears among
health officials and advocates for the elderly
that more Medicare patients could find themselves in the same boat as the Zirks.
Poor people on Medicaid long have encountered obstacles in finding private doctors to treat them; Medicaid pays just 47
percent as much as private insurance.
But Medicare, which covers virtually all
of America's elderly, has never had that
stigma.
The Physician Payment Review Commission, a 13-member panel that advises
Congress on Medicare and health reform,
said surveys of patients and physicians indicate that the problem so far is not widespread.
Relatively few seniors — one in 4,000 —
complain to members ofCongress aboutfinding a doctor, and 95 percent of physicians
taking any new patients acceptthose on Medicare.
Medicare patients with "an ongoing phy-

sician relationship appear to be the least at
risk for loss ofaccess," the commission said.
"Once that relationship is broken, however
... relatively lower-paying Medicare patients
may have difficulty finding their way onto
the schedules of already fully booked primary care physicians."
That's "just human nature," said Dr.
Pepi Granat, a family practitioner in South
Miami,Fla. "You can only see 25 patients a
day. ... If two people walk in the office and
one's Medicare and one isn't, who are you
going to take?"
Granat turns no one away from her solo
practice, but doubts she could pay the rent if
all her patients were on Medicare instead of
just a third. The elderly often have multiple,
chronic health problems.
"The Medicare patients take twice as
long," said Granat. With an 85-year-old
woman who came in unable to hear and
without her glasses, "I had to repeat everything 10 times. I had to write out the instructions.How long do you think thatstufftakes?"
Most doctors won't stop taking Medicare
patients because "it's against the humane
ethic ...(and)even at the lower rate, we need
those patients," said Granat.
The government in recent years boosted
Medicare payments to general and family
practitioners while cutting back on surgeons,
cardiologists and other specialists. But the
volume of services that doctors perform on
Medicare patients grew by 50 percent from
1986 to 1993.

Who says
homosexuality
can't change?
Come and hear
Portland-based
counselors Jane
Boyer and Penny
Merrill discuss
rehabilitative
therapy for people

Boyer, a former
lesbian, will discuss how she left
the lifestyle of
being gay and tell
others how they
can also change.

struggling with
homosexuality.

101 Neville Hall
Wec_nesc ay, April 13th at 7

3m.

Sponsored by a Coalition of Concerned Students.
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•TV violence

•Infringement

Court issues Student in Worcester takes Barney bashing too far
in junction
against firm
CONCORD,N.H.(AP)— U.S. District
Judge Paul Barbadoro has issued a temporary injunction against a British computer
firm and its Maine agent to stop making and
distributing a New Hampshire firm's computer systems.
The injunction relates to a $9.6 million
copyrightinfringement suit filed last July by
Media Touch Systems Inc. ofSalem against
Ranson Audio Ltd. of London, England,
and Norman Buck of Orono, Maine.
Media Touch charged that Ranson and
Buck infringed on its copyright of Computer Touch Screen Radio Station Control System Program and Display.
The company charged Buck and Ranson
with unfair trade practices, unfair competition, trade secret violations and breach of
contract.
Media Touch said it contracted in 1985
with Professional Computer Group to create
the software for a control and display unit
for radio stations.
The programs, called "OpLog," were
copyrigh in December 1985. Although PCG
authored the programs, it assigned its rights
to Media Touch in 1986.
Media Touch hired Buck,one ofOpLog's
designers atPCG,as a full-time employee to
develop and maintain the program. He was
given access to its confidential source code.
The papers say Buck signed an agreementthat he would keep Media Touch information confidential and would not compete
against the company.
Media Touch contracted with Ranson in
1990to distribute the programs in Europe.It
charges that in 1991 Buck, while still in its
employ,contracted with Ranson to provide
it with the programs. It claims Ranson's
system known as "Cartouche" is copied
from Media programs.
It charges that Buck, along with Ranson representatives, at a convention in Las
Vegas last April portrayed temselves as
"exclusive owners of the infringed software" and solicited Media Touch customers.
Barbadoro ordered Ranson and Buck not
to manufacture, reproduce, adapt, use, sell,
transfer, lease or distribute the Cartouche
program or other products containing
OpLog's source code.

WORCESTER, Mass. (AP) — Egged
on by a $10 bet, a college student jumped
from a car, shouted obscenities and assaulted a woman dressed as Barney the dinosaur,
police said.
"I said, 'Why are you doing this to
me?" said Deborah McRoy, who was
dressed as Barney to celebrate the opening
of a drug store. "And he said,'Because we
... hate Barney.'"
McRoy told the Telegram & Gazette that
her attacker tackled her Friday and hit her in

the face after her mask fell off.
"We had a lot of witnesses," she said.
"One little boy said,'I'm going home to get
my gun, Barney, and I'm going to shoot
him."'
McRoy was treated at the Medical Center
of Central Massachusetts-Memorial and released, but said she returned Saturday after
suffering severe headaches and vomiting.
Doctors told her she had a neck injury that
would take up to 6 weeks to heal, she said.
Derrick McMahan, a Worcester State

College student, was charged with assault
and battery. Police said his roommate,David Murdoch, was in the car and bet McMahan he didn't have the nerve to bash Barney.
Murdoch was not charged.
There is no telephone listing for McMahan or Murdoch in the Worcester area.
Last September, four youths attacked a
person in a purple dinosaur costume at a
store opening in Galveston, Texas. Store
officials called that dinosaur a Barney lookalike. The youths were fined $200 each.

•Convicted murderer

John Wayne Gacy reiterates innocence
NEW YORK(AP)—John Wayne Gacy
Jr. has complied a thick scrapbook of information about the 33 boys and young men he
was convicted of murdering, and told The
New Yorker it may help clear his name.
Gacy talked about the scrapbook, his
childhood memories and reiterated his innocence in the first in-depth interview he has
granted in 16 years.
"How can a guy who is family-oriented
kill somebody, anyway? There's no motive
here," the twice-divorced Gacy, father of
two,said during 20 hours of talks in February and March with New Yorker reporter
Alec Wilkinson.
An account of the talks,augmented with
information from Gacy's lawyers, his confessions, psychiatric interviews, his own
writings and other sources is published in
the magazine's April 11 edition.
Gacy is on Death Row at Menard Cor-

rectional Center in Chester,Ill., and is scheduled to be executed by lethal injection May
10. His attorneys plan to file a new round of
appeals this week.
No one else in America has ever been
convicted of killing as many people.
Gacy admits to the first killing, a boy he
says he picked up at a bus station and had sex
with, then killed after the boy attacked him
with a knife from his kitchen, the magazine
says.
But he says two former employees of his
home-based contracting business could have
been guilty of32ofthe killings, which occurred
between 1972 and Gacy's arrest in 1978.
Police questioned the two men and found
no reason to believe they had taken part in
the crimes.
Twenty-seven ofthe victims'bodies were
buried in the crawl space of Gacy's Chicago
home.

Gacy denies he ever confessed to the
crimes.Police say he did,though they didn't
record the confessions.
His scrapbook of victims is larger than
the Manhattan telephone directory and has
33 sections,one for each victim, with photographs and any information that Gacy has
been able to collect about the individual. He
has had assistance from an unnamed person
outside the prison.
"I wanted to know who the hell these
guys were," Gacy said,"because,keep it in
mind, at the trial they were all Boy Scouts
and altar boys, and I was the monster that
came along and swatted them like flies.
"My idea is, if I didn't kill them, and I
had no knowledge of them, then who did
they know?"
Gacy, 52, said he views himself as a
positive thinker and that his biggest fear is
dying before he clears his name.

•Under the sea

Two-day lobster season in Keys phasing out
KEY LARGO, Fla.(AP) — The twoday lobster mini-season for recreational
divers would be banned at John Pennekamp Coral Reef State Park, and commercial
lobstering would be restricted when the
season reopens in August under proposed
state rules.
The Florida Marine Fisheries Commission recommended banning all lobstering,
commercial and recreational, from 10
stretches of reef and all patch reefs in the
park. The proposed rules approved by the
commission Monday go to the Cabinet for

Faculty, staffandstudents are invited to meet thefollowing candidatefor the postion ofDirector ofPublic Affairs:
°kn. Diamond
Acting Director ofPublic Affairs
'University ofMaine
3-4 p.m.
April- 14, 1994
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.
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For $11.99
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a proposed ban last year,about 75 commercial fishermen protested that most of the
damage is done by careless mini-season
divers.
Last year,the state tried to minimize the
harm by scheduling the mini-season in the
middle ofthe week instead of the traditional weekend and banning lobster diving at
night in the Keys. Still, the Florida Marine
Patrol charged 233 divers with state law
violations during the two-day event.
"We have stacks and stacks of reports
of lobster pots on coral, diver contact on
live coral and people anchoring their boats
on coral," said DEP spokeswoman Ellen
Dadisman. "It's been out of control."
Dadisman conceded that the restrictions
will effectively drive commercial lobster
fishermen out ofthe state park, because the
native spiny lobsters are seldom found in
sizable numbers away from the reefs.
The 10 large stretches of reef affected
by the ban will be posted with signs and
marked on navigation charts. Violations of
the rule carry a $500 fine.

MAIN ST. MOUNTAIN BIKE

Free Delivery
827-6144 511 Stillwater Ave
2 Small

expected approval May 10, Marine Fisheries spokesman Lee Schlesinger said Thursday.
The commission also closed the entire
park to recreational lobstering during the
two-day mini-season for divers, traditionally held just before the start of the regular
season.
The move comes after years of debate
about whether lobstering should be permitted in Pennekamp, which was created in
1959 as the world's first underwater coral
reef park.
State biologists and conservationists
have long insisted that lobster traps and
lobster divers severely damage the delicate
corals, which can be killed by a careless
touch.
"We cannot afford to lose more of
these irreplaceable natural wonders to the
damage associated with destructive harvesting," said DEP Secretary Virginia
Wetherell, whose staff lobbied hard for the
ban.
When the commission held hearings on
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•Low inflation

Drop in cereal prices many point out a brighter Wall Street
NEW YORK (AP) — Those little tan
0's floating in your breakfast bowl may
seem like ordinary Cheerios. But to some
economists they're leading indicators oflow
inflation.
Last week General Mills lowered the
price of the oat-based cereal by 12 percent.
Despite rampant anxiety in the financial
markets about rising inflation, some forecasters insist the opposite may now be true:
Consumer prices are actually falling in some
parts of the economy.
While rolling back Cheerios prices,General Mills Inc., the nation's No. 2 cereal
maker behind Kellogg Co., made similar
cuts in the prices of Wheaties and other
popular cereals.
"That to me was a very telling statement," said Bruce Steinberg, an economist

at Merrill Lynch & Co.
"If people are worried over the long"In a few selected parts of the economy, term that their dollars are worth less, they
relating mainly to autos or steel, there are start taking action immediately to ensure"
some pricing pressures that have shown up. they don't lose money,said Scott Lummer,
But in much broader parts of the economy, an investment expert at Ibbotson Associthere's pretty intense disinflationary pres- ates in Chicago, an investment consulting
sure under way."
firm.
Attention to signals ofinflation has conBut to everyday Americans whose paytributed to a powerful sell-off in the finan- checks stretch virtually as far as they did one
cial markets in the last month. Investors year ago, evidence of inflation is spotty at
abhor inflation, partly because it eats the best.
value of investments such as bonds, which
Oil prices are at five-year lows. Many
pay fixed interest rates.
food items cost less. Growth in health care
Not all economists think investor fears costs, a major cause of past inflation, has
are overblown.Because market players tend slowed. Car price increases are subdued.
to invest in financial instruments for the Workers are hesitant to ask for salary inlong haul, they must look beyond current creases with all the recent layoffs.
inflation trends and try to anticipate conA sustained financial market decline also
sumer prices over the next year and beyond. could help keep a lid on inflation, according

to William Sullivan, director of money market research at Dean Witter,Discover & Co.
That's because weakened stock and bond
markets could dampen consumerconfidence
and push up interest rates. High interest
rates cut into new home sales, which are a
fulcrum ofconsumer demand for all sorts of
goods and services. High demand for goods
in limited supply is a cause of inflation.
In Russia,inflation has approached 1,000
percent a year for many food staples. Brazil's government just launched its eighth
plan in as many years to check inflation
running 40 percent a month.
By comparison, inflation fears in the
United States seem exaggerated. Financial
traders fret because inflation threatens to
edge higher than the 2.5 percent annual rate
recorded over the 12 months ended Feb 28.

•Lawsuit

Bicyclist sues Vermont after skidding on fog line
MIDDLEBURY, Vt.(AP)— A bicyclist who skidded on a plastic road marker is suing the state and two contractors.
Middlebury resident Brian J. Bauer is
seeking $200,000 in damages for a 1992
skid in Ripton that he said left him permanently injured.
Bauer's suit names Vermont's Transportation Agency and two contractors,
Pike Industries Inc. of New Hampshire
and Scott's Line Striping Inc. of Williston.

In court documents filed by Bauer's
attorney, John Barrera, Bauer said the
accident occured as he was bicycling on
Vermont 125,also called the Robert Frost
Memorial Highway, shortly after thermo-plastic striping, commonly called
"fog line," was applied to the shoulders
of the road as part of a reconstruction
project.
Bauer said he was thrown to the pavement after the rear wheel of his bike
touched the plastic line on the road and

the bike skidded.
He said he had suffered permanent
injury to his arm and financial loss as a
result of the accident.
Transportation Agency officials recently testified during an Act 250 hearing on the highway project that they used
the striping because it lasted 5 to 8 years.
They said painted road markings lasted
about six months in Vermont.
The officials said the striping, which
is used in about 30 states, was not slip-

pery.
Bauer alleges that the Transportation
Agency was negligent for requiring plastic striping on a public highway.
Burlington attorney Robert G. Cain,
who is representing Scott's Line Striping, said the suit did not contend that his
client applied the striping improperly,
but that the striping itself was slippery.
"The complaint is with the nature of
the (striping) material, not with how it
was put down," Cain said.

NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION
is accepting applications for

New Student Orientation Leaders.
Applicants must
•be familiar with the University facilities, resources and academic
programs;
*possess strong interpersonal communication skills;
*have a cumulative CPA of at least 2.25; and
•be available to work full-time June 15-30 and August 25-September 5.

Applications are available at the New Student Orientation Office, 127 Alumni Hall.
Completed applications, including references, are due no later than
4 p.m. on Thursday, April 28,1994
Call 581-2400 for more information.
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•Column

Paper product
Mike McLaughlin
Whether you are seeking out your future career, applying for an
internship or just trying to get a summer job, it seems there is no
avoiding that tedious process of putting together a resume. After
putting your blood, sweat and tears into hour upon hour, month
upon month,and year upon year of education and work experiences, your future success hinges on one single sheet of paper.
Over the past few months I have struggled with trying to develop a creative
Cliff Notes version of my life that will stand out from the rest of the thousands of
resumes that prospective employers receive nearly everyday. I have thought of
everything from the kind of paper I use to the stamp I put on the envelope.
Before even beginning to write my resume I spent weeks going from store to
•Fast-track education
store searching for the best quality paper I could find. I guess I think when it
comes down to making the final decision about which person to hire, employers
call in that guy from the "squeeze the Charmin" advertisements to judge the
resumes or something.
Anyway, once I had my top-of-the-line paper I was ready to proceed with
It's graduation and course registrawriting. First on the agenda was the "Objective." My initial instinct was to fill this tion season once again here at the Unispace with,"What to heck do you think my objective is? I want a job!" However,
versity of Maine.
the ladies at the Career Center thought I might have better luck with a different
It's a wonderful time for those stuapproach. Basically my new approach was just a brownnoser's version of my
dents finally reaching the goal of a deoriginal objective.
When I finished my objective, three weeks later, I moved on to the work gree after four or five years of study.
experience portion of the resume.This is where any job you have ever held in your
Then there are those students who
life suddenly gets a new name. For example when I was a kid I was a "paper boy"
manage to complete two degrees within
in my small town for a brief period. However, according to my resume I was a
years, and still others who finish
four
"young executive professional newspaper distributor" on the East Coast. This may
not work for all jobs, however."Happy Meal sales representative" doesn't seem to college early—they walk down the aisle
have the right ring to it.
alongside the old-timers but with a little
The education part of the resume is the simplest to complete. You just have to list more money in their pockets.
the schools you have attended. The fact that you can't remember a word from the
Graduate early? Yes,it may be a new
three years of French that you took and you forgot where your biology class was
because you skipped so often are now no longer important. That is, unless you were concept, but it has been done.
UMaine accepts advanced placement
hoping to dissect frogs in a research institute in Paris,then you might be up the creek.
My favorite part of the resume is the space in which you list your activities and credit from tests taken while still in high
honors. Some people don't include this part on their resume, but I think it could school, so a student could walk into colprove to be worthwhile. One of these days an employer is going to notice that I
lege as a second semester first-year stuearned my "Carpenter Cub" badge in Cub Scouts and I'll have job offers coming
dent or even a sophomore.
at me left and right.
While at the university,students may
The one part of the resume that may be the toughest is where you list your
references. You have to find three people with impressive sounding titles that you take examinations offered through the
think will say good stuff about you. However, you can never be absolutely sure Office ofInstitutional Studies,which can
exactly what your reference will tell an employer when he or she calls.
What if when the employer calls to inquire about you, your reference just begins •It's all politics
LU laugh hysterically on the other end of the phone and says something like,"You
want to hire him?", and then your reference begins to laugh hysterically again.
Well anyway those are my views on the whole resume experience, if you want
to tell me your views you will probably see me around this summer when I'm
It's going to be quite a spring here in
working as a "Do you want fries with that? customer analyst."
Mike McLaughlin is a seniorjournalism major who will probably not send this Maine. When George Mitchell announced that he would not seek re-eleccolumn along with his resume to any prospective employers.

Three years and your out
allow a student to "test out" of courses
like PSY 100,BIO 100 and SOC 100 and
receive credit for the courses at the same
time. The cost of the test is about $35 —
a big savings of time and tuition money.
Graduatingfrom college in three years
is not just an undergraduate's dream;
many institutions are integrating the
fast-track into their programs.
Oberlin, Upper Iowa University and
Albertus Magnus College have already
introduced three-year programs. Middlebury College announced its international-studies major would become a
three-year program next year.
Perhaps it's time UMaine considers
offering majors on a three-year basis or
offering a fourth year internship. This
would be a great way to cut the costs of
college and potentially draw more students who are going out of state into the
university system.(DLP)

A littered campaign trail
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tion,it sentshock waves through Maine's
body politic that still have notcompletely
played out.
The recent announcement by Supreme Court Justice Harry Blackmun
has increased speculation that Governor
McKernan will give his wife, Representative Olympia Snowe,a big edge in June
by appointing her now. She says, of
course,that she wants to win the office on
her own terms, but politicians have been
known to miss-speak before.
The Democratic County Committee
in Aroostook County held a straw poll on
Saturday, and all the elements are in
place for a good ol' fashioned two-fisted,
bare-knuckle,knock down,drag-outcampaign.
If the results from up North are any
indication at all, the race between Joe

Brennan (the sequel) and Tom Allen is
going to be a lot closer than anyone first
thought. By no means does former Governor Brennan have this one locked up.
Whoever wins the gubernatorial primary
will have a leg up on the Republicans,
who can't seem to come up with a realistically viable candidate.
The Democratic primary in the 2nd
Congressional District is going to be
brutal. Four candidates are bunched up,
each one looking for something to grab
onto, some issue to use as a vehicle that
would let him break away from the pack.
If you listen closely, you can almost hear
the hired consultants salivating,just itching to take the gloves off.
The voters of Maine have their work
cut out for them. They will have to wade
through the biggest,smelliest pile ofrhetoric that this state has seen in a long
time..just keep yer boots on, and don't
get any on ya.(FJG)
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•Healthy Passions Week

•Art criticism

„ ••
.
Participate dearer communication Review lacks
To the Editor:
On behalf of the Rape and Sexual Assault Awareness Program Committee, we
would like to voice our support for Healthy
Passions Week (April 11-14) as a much
needed celebration of all that is wonderful
about relationships and passion.
As committee members, we have endeavored to raise awareness of sexual assault on campus. Rape and assault are about
power and violence, not sex. We have pointed out how relationships can so quickly and
powerfully turn ugly and damaging. We
have sponsored educational programs on
dating violence, personal safety, interpersonal communication, men and rape, alcohol and rape, and the resources available on

this campus for survivors of sexual assault. week's events you will gain a new underOften, people attending these programs standing of what healthy relationships look
ask about alternatives to the models of and feel like and that you will work to
relationships we describe. They are curi- develop the skills needed to maintain such
ous about clearer styles of communication relationships. Thus empowered, you (and
where "no" is ALWAYS "no," no matter our campus community) will be intolerant
what else someone may be doing non- of sexual assault and at lower risk of expeverbally. They are curious about relation- riencing or committing it!
We encourage you to participate in the
ships where intercourse and orgasm are
not the only goal of physical contact but week's events. Ask questions, explore, enwhere touching, stroking and caressing are joy what's healthy about passion!
safe, satisfying means of communicating
feelings. They are curious about relationRichard Kochis, MSW
ships where power is shared equally and
Co-chair
openly between two partners.
Sandra M. Sarro, Psy.D.
To us, these alternative models of relaCo-Chair
tionships are what Healthy Passions Week
Rape and Sexual Assault Awareness
is all about. We hope that by attending the
Program Committee

•Recycling

Concern hasn't been thrown away
To the Editor:
It's true. I too see fewer flyers, TV
commercials, and public service announcements regarding recycling. As the
University of Maine's Waste Reduction
and Recycling Coordinator, I admit that
our drive to persuade people to recycle
via the above media tools has diminished
slightly since we started the program three
years ago, but believe me, at no expense
to the university's recycling achievements; business has never been better.
KJS hit on a key point in his/her comentary, and that is that recycling has
indeed become a strong habit on the part
of many, and it's no different in the university community. So strong is this commitment that the need for promotional
information on campus has actually decreased. As an example, in 1989 we only
recovered 89 tons of material for recy-

Please send your
letters to:
Letters to the
Editor: The Maine
Campus Suite 7A,
5743 Lord Hall,
Orono, ME
04469-5743
The Maine Campus
reserves the right to
edit all submissions
on the basis of length,
taste and libel.
Letters should be no
longer than 250
words.

cling, as compared to the 503 tons we so that new members of our community
recycled last year alone — 26 percent of get off on the right foot for recycling.
our waste stream. I firmly believe that
We are doing these things because you
it's all habit at this point.
asked for it. You are demanding more
But this doesn't mean we haven't got opportunities to recycle, and it even
things to do. This battle is far from over. overwhelms our capabilities at times, but
Recovered volumes have been going up, we are growing. We even hope to offer
but the Waste Reduction and Recycling you #2 plastic recycling by this summer.
Program is still not reaching everybody
All in all, you are doing a great job.
because we have not adequately branched Recycling is as important today as it
out into every area on campus. For in- was yesterday; the markets are growing;
stance, we are going to put paper recy- and fewer raw materials are being excling baskets in the classrooms this spring tracted from the earth because people
and summer. We are also going to make are recycling and buying recycled. So,
sure that there is a trash can next to the keep up the good work, buy recycled,
recycling bins all over campus to keep and keep those good ideas coming in.
the garbage out of the recyclable materi- (Waste Management Shop, Service
al, as well as we are going to invest in Building, 581-3300)
returnable cans and bottle collection stations for key locations on campus. We
Scott Wilkerson
are even going to get involved in new
Waste Reduction and
student and new employee orientations
Recycling Coordinator

information
To the Editor:
I was initially mildly annoyed by Deanna Partridge's review of the Faculty Art
Exhibition in The Maine Campus, March
28, not for what she had to say about
mine or any of my colleague's works,but
for the sloppy and reprehensible journalism that she presents. As an artist I can
dismiss her opinion without a second
thought, but as an educator,I am troubled
by her demonstrated irresponsible journalism and dismal lack of information.
Her review indicates not only a total lack
of visual literacy, but sadly, verbal as
well. It is clear that she knows less about
art theory and criticism than she does
about art. It is worrysome, as an educator, when a person expresses an opinion
from an authoritarian point of view with
a total lack of information, especially
when that information is so close at hand.
It would have served her review well, not
to mention her education, had she taken
the time to interview the artists and the
initiative to gain insight into the meaning
of the works. Her review discusses the
works of art as if they were furniture
reflecting some perverse hedonistic response and ignoring the opportunity to
explore any social, political,or humanistic content in the works. Her comments
are shallow and sophomoric, fluctuating
between descriptive and judgmental, presumptuously, as though her opinion were
universal.
Her review gives leverage for a visual
arts component in the General Education
Requirements now under consideration.
Ron Ghiz
Assoc. Prof. of Art

•Eating disorder video

Feeding the opposition to equality
To the Editor:
As one of the few males attending the
Women's Resource Center's presentation
of the eating disorder video "The Famine
Within" last Tuesday night at Corbett
Hall, I have a few questions that I think it
might be beneficial to ask publicly.
The video was introduced with the
following observation about its effects
on previous audiences: "Women were
unable to speak and men were very angry." But at the end of the video, a female panelist, who claimed she was very
angry that the video dealt solely with
female eating disorders to the suspicious
exclusion of males, was squelched by
several angry women in the audience
who asserted (1)they would not tolerate
any male "invasion" either of the subject matter or of the current discussion
and (2) males were neither bulimic nor
anorexic. The effect of this on the men
in the audience was predictably embarrassing: only one spoke during the entire

discussion, most simply left. The wom- five or six responsible moderators present,
an who introduced the video had been females all, let the gender slurs, the domdead off. In this case it was the men who inance, slide? What brave new mimetic
were unable to speak, and the women feminism is this?
who were very angry.
If anyone thinks that males are not
It seems to me that there is no shortage controlled by and obsessed with bizarre
of angry women in the world. But isn't commercialized body image,think again.
denying that anger and characterizing that Watch Saturday morning cartoons. Watch
anger as "speechlessness," without at least a beer ad. Drop by the Latti. If anyone
extending the characterization to "speech- thinks that males are immune to immodless with anger," buying into the ubiqui- eracies and addictions triggered by sexutous sugar n' spice emotion stifling ide- al abuse, or by family and social abuse,
ology of dominance and control that iron- or by self-esteem or abandonment or any
ically might very well produce the dis- of a thousand gender-blind issues, think
ease in question? Worse, doesn't shutting again. If anyone thinks that males — bemen out and shutting men up as "invad- cause they are males — do not compulers," as "the angry ones,"(especially at a sively gorge and starve themselves, or
publicly advertised and supported event) that, young and old, do not believe there
perpetuate an essentialist either-or men- to be no fate worse than fat, then perhaps
tality that not only feeds this senseless, it's time to enlighten the blind and begin
expensive and divisive war, but probably to wonder just what their publicly-supinforms the opposition of gender con- ported political agenda is.
structs in the first place? So what is going
on here? Why am I, a "man," silenced in
Craig Sheerin
a gathering of "women"? Why did the
Student
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performance of'Porgy and Bess'
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Tim Boyd
See MCA page 22
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by Bill Amend
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MAIoNNAiSE...
AND A HEAD
OF LETTUCE.
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For Monday, April 11
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Face personal or partnership difficulties with
courage and optimism, thereby taking away
their hold over you. A richer life awaits you
— emotionally and financially — once you
throw off unnecessary feelings of obligation.
ARIES(March 21-April 19): You still
seem reluctant to take the plunge or alter the
working pattern of your life. You will have
only yourself to blame, if others withdraw
their support.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20): If you are
happy doing you own thing,in your own time,
nothing else need by said. Above all, don't let
colleagues force you into any hasty decisions.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): Although
you may be eager to push ahead with plans
to boost your status and income,others seem
either incapable or unwilling to keep pace
with you. You may have no alternative but
to go it alone.
CANCER(June 21-July 22): If you are
in any way dissatisfied with a plan or creative endeavor, you owe it to yourself to
speak up. You may not be the only one who
harbors doubts, but you stand to lose more
than most.
LEO (July 23-August 22): No amount
of argument from partners or business associates should prevent you from capitalizing
on a deal or investment. Just ensure that
there are no hidden loopholes that could
stand in the way.
VIRGO(August23-September 22): Intense planetary activity in your opposite sign
of Pisces indicates that you can't take the
support of partners for granted. Trust is a
precious commodity and should never be
given lightly, even where affairs of the heart
are concerned.
LIBRA (September 23-October 22):
Laying down the law over a financial or
business matter will pose more questions
than it answers. So keep your thoughts and
feelings to yourself until colleagues are in a
more receptive frame of mind.
SCORPIO(October 23-November 21):
Emotions may be a bit too close to the surface for comfort, but you appear to have
come through a difficult phase with flying
colors. Now you must reaffirm your determination to make the most ofenforced changes in personal relationships.
SAGITTARIUS(November 22-December 21): Problems of a personal or emotional
nature are about to come to ahead. A decision
or commitment will have to be made,even at
the risk of partners and loved ones labeling
you selfish or inconsiderate.
CAPRICORN (December 22-January
19): New proposals or travel arrangements
may look attractive, but wait before making
any decisions. A powerful conjunction between Mars and Saturn signifies that you may
not be able to travel as far as you would like.
AQUARIUS (January 20-February
18): A change in your financial situation is
now a probability. The planets are not being
bloody-minded or obstructive for the sake of
it, but merely to get you to re-focus and then
discard what is no longer of value.
PISCES (February 19-March 20):
Your main concern now must be to get rid of
any lingering feelings of jealousy and resentment. Make sure you settle your differences with loved ones and work colleagues
sooner rather than later.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Patric Walker
For Tuesday, April 12
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
The time has come to leave your doubts and
fears behind and set out on a completely
new path through life. Remember,too, that
while destiny is often a matter of choice, it
is never a matter of chance.
ARIES(March 21-April 19): You must
be prepared to go to any lengths to preserve
what has been built up over the years. You
won't be able to avoid the occasional argument, but you will be able to make others
see that their tears and tantrums leave you
unmoved.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Anything of a partnership nature may now seem
confused and uncertain. Still, you appear to
be on the threshold of a major and beneficial change in your life. What transpires
after the 14th should give you cause for
celebration.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): The most
important planetary factors over the next
few days relate to your career and social
status. In fact, a major alteration in the working pattern of your life is long overdue.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Try to
unwind over the next few days, because
you will need you heart, mind, and body
working together in harmony will take full
advantage of the opportunities coming your
way.
LEO(July 23-August 22): Because the
approaching New Moon falls in that area of
your solar chart governing joint financial
affairs, you cannot afford to take anything
at face value now. Any mistakes will have
to be paid for in full.
VIRGO (August 23-September 22):
While the combined influences make this a
time of enormous changes, you have what
it takes to handle them. Personally and professionally the sky's the limit.
LIBRA (September 23-October 22):
Financial security means a lot to you, but
emotional security means more. So decide
where your loyalties lie and don't count the
cost if it takes more than you expected to
revive a personal relationship.
SCORPIO (October 23-November
21): Although recent conflicts may have
left you bruised, battered and bewildered,
no way have you been beaten. Continue to
believe that you have what it takes to fight
and win.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22-December 21): Current planetary activity is
designed to help you see things as they are
rather than as you might like them to be.
Events will soon cast a new light on matter
of a domestic nature.
CAPRICORN(December 22-January
19): Even those with whom you have had
perfectly agreeable relationships seem to be
going on the offensive. A solution to your
problems may be closer than you think.
AQUARIUS (January 20-February
18): The cost of a project close to your
heart seems to be spiraling out of control.
It's time to demand that others honor their
commitments and bear more of the responsibility. Don't be afraid to scrap it all and
start again if necessary.
PISCES(February 19-March 20): By
rights you should be demonstrating just how
ambitious you can be. Everyday business
matters will be easier than usual to handle
over the next few days.

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

5/R, 17 LOOKS LIKE
YOU'RE FINALLY CA TC/-1/NO A BREAK ON THE
UPCOMING UNITEWATER
HEARINGS./

WELL,IT'S FINALLY
OAWN517ON THE
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Doonesbury
NA TOP DOLE ASSEMBLES
HI5 UNITEWATERTROOPS.
OKAY, REALITY CHECK: WHY
ARE WEROLDING NATIONALLY
TEIEVISED HEARINGS? WI-LAT
ARE TNEYACTUALLYABOUT?
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
Tot's talk,
perhaps
s Encourages
9 First-grade
instruction
13 Stinks
is "Thanks
!"
16 Swing around
17 Like factory
workers
19 U, for one
20 Elsie's bull
21 ''Mommie
(Christina
Crawford book)
for
23"What's
me?"
25 Take a potshot
26 Teller of white
lies
1

29 Stage whisper
30 Give the eye
31 Quick bites
33 Advances
36 Baseball's
Gehrig
37 Trunk
39 Runner
Sebastian
40 Remains
43 Person of action
44 King's address
45 Illegal
inducement
47 Mexican dishes
49 Speak-easy
offering
50 Saxophonist
Getz
51 Candid

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
SPAMIEL
PRISONS
TABASCO.HONALEE
YIELDED
EDITION
ZEBIDA
ARDEN
MILT
LOIS• ELLIS
GROUCHO
NEE
TNN
HIGHR ISE
ACCESS
MINTJULEP
UNHOLY
ENLARGED
LEBANON
EVE
TEE
SINEW, SOIL
OVID
PEREZ
TSE
MALLE
IREPEAT
DASBOOT
EPERGNE
ABSOLVE
NESTLER
DECAYED

G on

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.

53 Waiter's jotting

56 Actress Archer
57 Kind of jury
61 Bucks and does
62 Otherwise
63 Singer
Neville
64 Lawyer: Abbr.
65 Tackle-box item
66 City inside the
Servian Wall

DOWN
1 Tennis shot
2 Run in neutral
3 Body's partner
4 Logician's start
5 Sidekick
6 Sum total
7 Wart giver, in
old wives' tales
8 Emphasis
9 On a horse
10 Edit
11 No blessing,
this!
12 Shipped
14 Fragrance
18 Marco Polo
area
22 Dye color
appropriate to
this puzzle
24 Vacuum tube
2600 belly up
27 Borodin's
prince
28 Texas' state
flower

1
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Puzzle by Sidney L. Robbins

29 Balance-sheet

46 Saharan

pluses
32 Golf club V.I.P.
34 Illustrator
Gustave
as Comprehends
38 Patrick Henry,
e.g.
41 Bodega
42 Clothing
specification
44 Boating hazard

tribesman
48 Newswoman
Shriver
49 Intelligencetesting name
51 Actress
Thompson

52 Glamour rival

54 River of Spain
55 Leeway
58 "It's

no ---!"

59 Slippery one

60 Opposite SSW

Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4205656 (75C each minute).

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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Safety
"I was rather disappointed," Rice
said."I had high hopes that we would
gather 400 signatures."
Orono voters turned down a $1.9
million public safety building on
March 8 by a 574-503 vote. After
reducing the cost of the building by
$122,000, the council approved borrowing $1.78 million to construct the
building, set for Cabin's Field on Park
Street.
Councilor Francis Martin, a recently elected council member who
previously served on the town council, feels the council should have taken more time to explore other options.
"I did not think the council should
have acted on that order that night,"
Martin said.
Martin also said the potential for
land development is greater on the
mainland side of the river.
"If you look at where development
can occur on the university side, the
only viable area for development is
behind Thriftway and the woods" back
to the railroad tracks, Martin said.
"That's it.
"The university, I would anticipate,would grow some,but with downsizing,they will not have massive construction projects."
In contrast, he added, Route 2, the
Kelly Road, Stillwater Avenue, and
the Research Park are all primed for
further development. Also, a housing

•NASA
from page 1
development has been approved for
land behind MedNow.
"When you build the building,
you're stuck wherever you put it,"
Martin said."If you put it on the Rangley Road-Park Street location,you're
stuck with the building."
Martin, after meeting with Town
Council Chair George Gonyar and
Kempen, hopes to have an alternative
proposal available for voters on May
17.
The order, in its final state, would
give voters a chance to vote on having
a building located on the mainland
side ofthe river,in addition to the Park
Street proposal. Martin said the order,
with work done by the town's finance
committee,could be ready for the May
3 public hearing.
"We want to have something people can choose," Martin said. "That's
what they wanted all along."
The council faces a busy agenda,
with five public hearings scheduled.
The council will take public comment
on a proposed rental occupancy ordinance, a proposed noise ordinance,
one on cable television, one on passing a shoreland zone ordinance, and
one to approve a license for Richard's
Place.
According to the agenda,the council will be taking action on the noise
and rental occupancy ordinances Monday night. The meeting will be held at
the Keith Anderson Home in Orono.
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Endeavour repair will allow
it to make 3-D map ofEarth
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) —
Engineers working frantically on both sides
of the Atlantic Ocean fixed a broken radar
on space shuttle Endeavour, and the instrument was operating perfectly Sunday.
The fix will allow the shuttle to create an
unprecedented three-dimensional map of
Earth's mountains, volcanoes, forests,
deserts, oceans and rivers.
One day into the flight, the two radar
systems on Endeavour had collected enough
environmental data to fill 10 digital tape
cartridges.
Scientists hope to fill all 183tapes aboard
the shuttle and to have mapped 18 million
square miles by the end of the 10-day flight.
Among the sites surveyed Sunday: the
Strait of Gibraltar, Mauna Loa volcano in

Hawaii, the Austrian Alps, forests around
Prince Albert, Canada, and dust storms in
Africa.
Scientists feared they might have to
monitor Earth with one less radar frequency
because of Saturday's problem with a highpower amplifier. That would have left them
with only a two-dimensional map.
But after tedious testing, engineers at
Johnson Space Center in Houston and in
Europe traced the problem to a bad sensor in
a low-voltage safety circuit inside the highpower amplifier for one of the radars.
They sent computer commands to bypass that circuit and got the radar up to full
power late Saturday night. Ground controllers will monitor the amplifier voltage to
make sure it's within safety limits.

•Immigration

Decorated Marine turns
selfin as illegal alien
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A decorated
Marine turned himself in to authorities and
admitted he was an illegal alien, but he
probably won't be deported.
Sgt. Danny Lightfoot, who is stationed
in Barstow, is a native of the Bahamas. He
entered the country on a student visa but
stayed after it expired. He enlisted in 1983,
using fake documents he said were supplied
by a recruiter.
The Marines discovered he was an illegal immigrant in 1991, but he wasn't prosecuted because of his outstanding record,
said Carl Shusterman,Lightfoot's attorney.
Lightfoot's recruiter wasn'tcharged because
the statute of limitations had run out, Shusterman said.
The military told immigration officials
about Lightfoot, but they did nothing,Shusterman said. Lightfoot, 29, surrendered to
the Immigration and Naturalization Service
on Tuesday, saying he wanted to become a
citizen. He was freed until authorities decide whether to grant him citizenship or
deport him.
"I couldn't go on like this," Lightfoot
said. "I guess my back just got up against
the wall. I did it for myself and my family."
One of his three children is a U.S.citizen,
but the two born outside the country are not.
His wife, Raquel, is a Bahamian citizen and
is seeking legal residency in the United States.

Los AngelesINS deputy director Donald
B.Looney said it was"very unlikely" Lightfoot would be deported, and that his office
would recommend that Lightfoot and his
family be allowed to stay.
"Over the years, we've had a number of
aliens get in the military and then come
forward to adjust their status ... and they
usually get to stay," Looney said.
Lightfoot holds a Navy achievement
medal,three good conduct medals,two certificates of commendation, seven letters of
appreciation and a meritorious unit commendation. He also has the support of military superiors and Rep. Jerry Lewis, RCalif.
"Sgt. Lightfoot is deserving of special
consideration because he has demonstrated
his commitment to America by his willingness to defend it with his life," said a letter
from Lt. Col. F.L. Kebelman III, executive
officer at the Marine Corps Logistics Base
in Barstow.
Illegal immigrants can apply to have
their deportation proceedings suspended if
they have lived in the United States for
seven years and deportation would cause
their families hardship. For illegal immigrants in the military,the residency requirement is only two years.
If deportation is suspended, they can
apply for citizenship.
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JDR Computer Services
Term Papers, Resumes
Shareware Programming - Tutors - Games
Send for a Complete Catalog ofShareware and
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Pre-Formatted

5 4" Blank Disks
Desktop Publishing to: JDR
also available
P.O. Box 920
Belfast, Me 04915

O Call 338-9653

Also selling new and used television sets
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•Sanctuary

•Cross-culturalism

Clinton can't escape
politics in church
WASHINGTON(AP)—PresidentClinton didn't like it when his surgeon general
raised the possibility oflegalizing drugs.On
Sunday he heard similar advice from the
pulpit of his wife's church.
The Rev. Walter Shropshire Jr., a minister atthe Foundry United MethodistChurch,
said such a step might "make a safer environment for all of us."
If doctors could write prescriptions for
narcotics, addicts could "obtain it cheaply
and(they) would not have to go out and arm
themselves to obtain the money," Shropshire said in a sermon on Christian fellowship.

There was no immediate reaction from
the Clintons or others attending the service.
Dr. Joycelyn Elders, the surgeon general, started a ruckus last year when she said
the government should study the idea of
legalizing drugs as a way to reduce crime.
The president promptly disassociated
himself from her comments and said no
study was needed. Clinton said in 1992 that
he believed his brother, Roger, once a drug
abuser, would not be alive if drugs had been
legal.
Shropshire, 61, raised the issue as an
example of a topic on which people of faith
had sharply differing opinions.

•Union labor

Portland workers vote
for national affiliation
SOUTH PORTLAND(AP)— The local union representing workers at
Hannaford Bros.' warehouse here voted
Sunday to merge with the 1.4 million member United Food & Commercial Workers
International.
The 133-118 vote was indicative of dissatisfaction with a contract ratified last
month,said union President Dennis Norton.
The contract decreased job security for its
275 full-time workers, he said.
The old union, the Northeast Freighthandlers Independent Union, didn't have
the resources to stand up to the company that
owns the Shop 'n Save supermarket chain,
Norton said.
"A concessionary contract at a time of
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record profits opened the eyes of NFIU
members to the need to become part of an
international union with more resources,"
he said in a statement.
The new contract calls for 2.8 percent
annual increases over three years. But it also
eliminates workers' absolute protection
against losing their jobs to contractors, the
union said.
Norton said the new Local 1292 of the
United Food & Commercial Workers International wants to maintain the good relationship the local union fostered over 40 years.
"Nothing has changed, should change
or will change about NFIU's relationship
with Hannaford,unless the company changes it," Norton said.

Unlike Euro-Disney,Tokyo's
Disneyland doing well
CHIBA, Japan (AP) — The Magic of30 million people. The timing also was
Kingdom is having trouble in Europe,but fortunate.
more than 10 years after Mickey Mouse
Oriental Land approached Disney with
and his gang opened the gates to free- the idea of building a theme park in 1962,
spending Japanese, the Tokyo Disney- but the deal was not made until 1979.
land thrives.
The park is fully owned by Oriental
"I love it here," said Takamasa Mo- Land Co., which licenses Disney characchizuki,7,giggling at a mockup of Native ters and other copyrighted material from
Americans burning a settler's cabin. "It Walt Disney Productions.
makes me afraid and then it makes me
It opened in 1983, when the economy
happy."
was booming and consumers were lookThe Tokyo theme park proved nay- ing for ways to spend their unaccustomed
sayers wrong from the start. Instead of spare cash and leisure time. After decades
peaking in the first year and tapering off, ofhard work,the Japanese wanted to have
as predicted, attendance has steadily in- fun.
creased. Even after waiting several hours
Euro Disney, by contrast, opened just
for the most popular rides, people come in time for the European recession, leadback.
ing people either to stay away or scrimp.
"We were very nervous in the beginIn Japan, despite the worst economic
ning, of course," said Katsuhiko Naka- slump since World War II, attendance has
mura,publicity director of Oriental Land continued to grow,increasing last year by
Co., Disney's licensee in Japan. "There 200,000 to more than 16 million.
were no 100 percent guarantees that this
Ridesand other attractions are the same
would succeed."
as those at Disney parks elsewhere, with a
About 140 million people, 17 million few exceptions: a Japanese restaurant
more than Japan's population, have bus- staffed by kimono-clad waitresses, a tour
tled through Tokyo Disneyland since 1983. of Cinderella's castle and "Meet the
Last year, they spent an average of9,000 World," a presentation ofJapanese histoyen($85), helping make Tokyo the most ry from a foreign perspective.
profitable Disney park.
Some say Walt Disney Productions
Visitors to financially troubled Euro has helped write a new chapter in JapaDisney spend only $45,estimated Jeffrey nese social history by popularizing the
Logsdon, head of The Seidler Co., a re- idea that family outings can be fun. Famsearch firm. At the original Disneyland in ilies account for about half of the park's
Los Angeles and Disney World in Flori- visitors.
da, the average is between $60 and $70.
"Leisure was not always a part of the
Tokyo Disneyland's success is due Japanese lifestyle," Nakamura said."Fapartly to its location in a metropolitan area thers used to seefamily outings as a duty."

Why wait for your federal
income tax refund?

•Natural disaster

Eighteen injured, one killed
in Nashville lightning strike
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)— Lightning
struck players and spectators "like a grenade" at a Frisbee match Sunday, killing
one person and injuring 18 others.
The Ultimate Frisbee Match was being
held on a rain-soaked field in Ezell Park
when the lightning struck around 1:30 p.m.,
Detective Brad Putnam said. "It was like a
grenade that exploded. People were standing there and they went 'Bang.' Just like
that.Everybody on the field hit the ground,"
Fred Baes told The Tennessean newspaper.
"It was a huge bolt. It knocked me back
about5 yards. I was knocked over the water
cooler and behind it," said Baes, of Oak
Ridge.
Seven of the victims were players and

the rest were spectators, police said.
Shawn Adams, 29, of Chattanooga, was
killed, police said. A 27-year-old Atlanta
woman,whose name wasn't released, was in
critical condition at Southern Hills Medical
Center. A nurse said the others who were
injured should be released later in the day.
Twenty-four Frisbee teams arrived in
Nashville two days ago to take part in the
match, which uses a flying disk to play
soccer, tag and football.
Putnam said police didn't know if the
lightning hit the field or the people. He said
it had been raining on and off from the time
the games began at 10:30 until the accident.
"One of victims said they didn't think
lightning was that close," he said.
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Corner of Hammond and Perkins
Across from Napoli Pius

Start your Thursday Night on the town at
•

Pizza

154 Park Avenue, Orono • Telephone: 866-5505

Introducing the new

Weett
inner Special 5-9pm
ere we have 5 different beers on tap and over 25 different bottled beers all the time!

'Medium; Large ; Buy Two
10" Pizzaso
Pizza
I Pizza ei

All apartments have stove, refrigerator, dishwasher,garbage
disposal & tiers for balconies. Call 866-2658.

Block

Bangor
(new location)
15 Perkins St.

947-0333

1-2-3 bedroom apartments starting at $385 for one bedroom apartments,$545

heat and hot water included. 3 lease optionavailable to students

f,44),1

Available whether we prepare
your return or not.

Call local office for 111111
,
R
available hours.

Stillwater \Tillage Apartments is now renting for the fall semester.
for two bedroom apartments and $710 for three bedroom apartments,
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AMT711
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$99
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Schedule of Events
Tables in the Union Monday, April 11 through Friday, April 15 from 9:00-3:00.
Free pamphlets, posters, pins, and information as well as candy grams,tickets to the dance,
and information on events.

Monday, April 11
6:30

Couples Workshop
Learn how to enhance the
intimacy of your
relationships.
FFA Room, Memorial Union

Tuesday, April 12
3:30

Healthy Passions Workshop
How to build better relationships
with others and yourself.
FFA Room, Memorial Union

6:30

Massage Tech Workshop
Participant must sign up by
Monday, April 11. Wear
comfortable, loose fitting clothes
and bring a blanket.
Community Center, DTAV

Wednesday, April 13
3:00

Massage Tech Workshop
Participant must sign up by
Monday, April 11. Wear
comfortable, loose fitting clothes
and bring a blanket.
Community Center, DTAV

8:00

Thursday, April 14
Single and Satisfied

4:00

A workshop dealing
with the joys and
issues of "singledom"
FFA Room, Memorial Union

Friday, April 15
Lasting Love

12:00

Come see real couples
share their secrets for
making love last.
FFA Room, Memorial Union

Candlelight Dinner

6:30

Social hour at 6:30
featuring the music of
the Maine Steiners, a cash bar,
and hors d'oeuvres. Catered
dinner served at 7:15 with
live music.
Call 581-4561 for reservations.
Wells Commons

Healthy Passions Dance

9:00

Cash bar (with ID) & local DJ.
Admission $2.00, free with cash
purchase of dinner.
Wells Commons

The Dating Game
Just like the T.V. show.
Admission is free.
Hauck Auditorium, Memorial Union

Pa&ilooss: celeimation Zoe wd 9ostionact was instigated by the
University of Maine Peer Educator Program.
The week is sponsored by: The Health Impact Group, Residents On
Campus, Campus Living Dining/Catering Services, UMaine Counseling
Center, East/West Campus Area Board, Campus Living, Maine Steiners,
UMaine Bookstore, Governors Restaurant, The Oriental Jade, and
Spincer Gifts.
For additional information or special accommodations call 581-4561,
TDD 581-6125.
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• African American artists recognized in new book

ArtsForum
What's
new on
the arts
scene?
In the Near Future:
Myth Series: "Masks of Eternity," part of the Power of the Myth
Tape Series, hosted by Orono Campus
Ministry staff, 7 p.m., Monday, April
11, Wilson Center, 67 College Ave.
Call 866-4227.
Video: "The Timing of Creativity." part ofthe video sereis Canticle to
the Cosmos with Brian Swimme, offered by Peace Studies and the Dept.
ofPhysics and Astronomy, 12:15-1:45
p.m., Tuesday, April 12, Totman
Lounge, Union. Free.
Film Interview: "Brain, Mind and
Society," a film interview with journal editor Marilyn Ferguson,discussed
by Kathryn Gianguest,part ofthe Dept.
of Sociology Thinking Allowed Series, 12:30-1:30 p.m., Tuesday, April
12, FFA Room, Union. Free.
Childhood Favorite Performed:
"The Wizard ofOz," 7 p.m., Tuesday,
April 12, Maine Center for the Arts.
Admission.
Concert: "Collegiate Chorale„"
part of the Dept. of Music performance series, 8 p.m., Tuesday, April
12, 101 Neville.

On-Going Arts and
Entertainment:
"Black Dolls, Memorabilia and
Children's Literature,a Hudson Museum exhibit, April 5-July 3, Maine
Center for the Arts.
Everyday Life of Women in Morocco, a Hudson Museum photo exhibit, part of UMaine's Women's History Celebration, March 15-July 3,
Maine Center for the Arts. Call 5811901.
Renaissance Manuscripts, a
UMaine Museum of Art exhibit,
through April 24, Fogler Library.
Campus Collection Sampler, a
UMaine Museum of Art exhibit,
through May 21, Hauck Gallery,
Union.
Annual Student Art Show, a
UMaine Museum of Art exhibit, April
15-May 8,1938 and Carnegie Galleries.
Student Curator's Choice: An Installation by Museum Interns, a
UMaine Museum of Art exhibit, April
25-July 4, Graphics Gallery, Union.
Candace LeClaire:Recent Work,
a UMaine Museum of Art exhibit,
March 3-May 9,Hole in the Wall Gallery, Union.
Movie and Live Music, every
Thursday night at the Ram's Horn,
7:30 p.m. Call 581-1734.
Thursday Night at the Bear's
Den,featuring live music,9 p.m. Call
581-1734.
Moviesfrom India,every Monday,
6:30 p.m., 101 Neville. Call 581-1734.

• New art exhibit created from votes by the masses
• Photo display continued from center spread

•Preview

Rainy afternoon brightened by music
By Deanna L. Partridge
Staff Writer
With every classical performance, I am
continuously amazed at how wonderful a
presentation the Maine Center for the Arts
produces.
I'm sure itis due in partto alapse in memory
on my part, but each ensemble seems to out-do
the one before it.
The Academy of St. Martin in the Fields
Chamber Ensemble on Sunday, April 10, was
surely no exception—What richness! What
class! Oh, what a wonderful sound!
The group was assembledin 1959as a small
conductorless string ensemble to reflect performance practice of the Baroque era.
Since that time it has expanded to turn the
world as a small ensemble,chamber orchestra
and symphony orchestra. It is also the most
recorded chamber orchestra in the world with
almost 1,000 recordings to its credit.
The performance opened with Benjamin
Britten's"Simple Symphony,Op.4,"an amazingly diverse work,the bulk of which the composer wrote between the ages of nine and 12.
The first movement,"Boisterous Bounee,"
has two themes running through it — playful
and yet lyrical at the same time.
The opening strains were met with such
precision and determination that one hoped the
first notes were and indication of the performance yet to unfold.
A composition for piano was the basis for
the the second movement,"Playful Pizzicato,"
which was supposed to be played as fast as
possible.
I found this piece comical at first, but very
exciting. I had never seen an entire movement
plucked by a whole ensemble. The unique
sounds produced by the plucking and the speed
at which it was performed command a respect
of its own.
By far it was the third movement that truly
makesthis work."SentimentalSarabande" was
marked by Britten's style of postponing the

Britten's "Playful Pizzicato" in progress.(Boyd photo.)
expected harmonic changes.
The result was a movement that touches the
heart and the soul.Oh so easily one feltthe depth
and emotion in the music that makes us civilized.
The sweet sincerity the musicians put into
their performance was enough to draw a person
out of her seat and swaying into the isles.
The final movement,"Frolicsome Finale,"
began with power as the ensemble attacked the
piece in unison and then moved briskly to the
culmination of the work.
Theensemblethen moved untoEmoDohna-

nyi's"Serenade in C major,Op. 10."The work
was originally written for a violin, viola and
cello trio. This performance featured the expanded orchestration by Dmitry Sitkoveslcy.
Thefirstthree movementscontained athreepart structure that presented a theme, either
diverged from or builton to that theme,and then
returned to the original theme.
The fourth movement,"Tema con variazioni," broke into five variations of its original
theme.
The final movement, "Rondo," worked
See CLASSICAL on page 24

Getthe picture
By Damon Osora

characters who seem real, and go through
something resembling the human experience.
I suppose I should begin by admitting
"The Paper" is a look at 24 hours in the
I've never been particularly fond of Ron world oftabloidjournalism. Over the course
Howard's work as a director, though the of the film, we see the effects the of newsmemory of Richie Cunningham lives still in writing on the staff, their families, and the
individuals about which they write. It is a
my heart.
Seemingly, his films intend to portray most impressive mix of heavyweight comethe everyday struggles of everyday people, dy, carefully used drama, and some very
but usually end up the furthest from being subtle social commentary.
that.
At the center of "The Paper" is Henry
The firefighters in "Backdraft" might as Hackett(Michael Keaton),editor ofthe New
well have worn blue tights and capes. The York Sun's Metro section.
parents in "Parenthood" were just a bit too
On the day he has been offered a position
looney for their own good.To be completely at a more prestigious paper,he sees the chance
honest, I couldn't stomach more than the to legitimize The Sun by ruhning a story that
first twenty minutes of"Far and Away." In declares the innocenceoftwo Brooklyn youths
short, we don't actually know (or want to wrongly arrested for murder.
know) anyone like the characters in a Ron
To this,screenwriters David and Stephen
Howard film.
Koepp (Jurassic Park)rapidly introduce the
Thankfully, Howard makes immeasur- elements that will keep Henry from making
able leaps forward as a filmmaker with his it through the day.The most notable ofthese
latest effort"The Paper."For the first time in are a pregnant wife (Marisa Tomei) who
his career, Howard introduces us to a set of will undoubtedly go insane if she does not

Staff Writer

return to work, a managing editor (Glenn
Close) more concerned with the day's story
than the correct story and a sleep-deprived
columnist (Randy Quaid) convinced city
parking officials are conspiring to kill him.
Although all of"The Paper's" cast are at
their best, it is Robert Duvall as the chainsmoking editor in chief who gives the film
its most memorable dramatic moments.
Estranged from his daughter for "breaking her mother's heart," Duvall carries out
his lifelong penance in the most heartbreaking of fashions.
In a scene where he watches his daughter
play with the son-in-law and grandchild he
didn't know he had, we are unable to define
where the joy of the discovery ends and the
pain of separation resumes.
Credit for "The Paper's" success truly
belongs to Howard though,who has evolved
from being a director who makes watchable films with occasional touches of brilliance, to a true artist to be reckoned with.
All this with just one film. I can't wait to
see what's next.
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•Photo essay

MCA crew deserves standing ovation
By Tim Boyd
Photo Editor
It is 8 a.m. on a Tuesday. The sun reflects
off the chrome of two tractor trailer trucks
filled with the lights and staging for the production "Porgy and Bess." The assembly of
people in the loading dock ofthe Maine Center
for the Arts are waiting to unload the cargo.
Curtain time is 11 hours away.
Then it began...
Abouttwo dozen ofthe MCA staff worked
throughout the day constructing the set, hanging the lights, preparing the orchestra pit and
checking the sound system. The work these
people were doing appeared chaotic. As they
scurried around in several different directions
at once with little tasks here and there, they
seemed to be actors in their own play—a play
nobody would ever get to see.
The photographs on pages 14 and 15 were
taken the day of the "Porgy and Bess" performance at the MCA.
They captured the backstage crew and

technicians as they prepared for the production,checking the lighting and sound, making
sure the set was correct and safe for the actors.
The workers were divided into electricians,
carpenters, musicians and sound and fighting
technicians, each with their own tasks.
The crew spent 11 hours setting up for the
three-hour performance. Time is critical for
the crew as the performance must be able to
start on schedule.
Duringtheshow thebackstagecrew,dressed
in black in order to be less conspicuous,did not
stop working. Some were responsible for monitoring the sound and fighting system. Others
opened and closed the curtains, handed actors
their props or their change of costume.
Once the performance was over it only
took three hours to fully disassemble the equipment and load it back into the trucks.
The next time you attend a performance at
the MCA remember those men and women
who spend hours setting up and ensuring that
everything runs smoothly on stage. They are
the ones who truly deserve a standing ovation.

Hip Hop / R&B
with

LIBBY RODERICK
IN CONCERT

Saturday
APRIL 16, 1994
University of Maine
Hauck Auditorium
Memorial Union • 8 P.M.
$4.0 UM Students • $6.0 General Public
For Ticket Informatiton call: 581 -1425

at the D amn Yankee
Saturday April 16,9PM
$1 with UM Student ID
$3 all others
Sodas, Snacks and As Heard
in
Cash Bar with ID
SURF
Sponsored by:
NINJAS
The Union Board:DIVERSIONS
A Division of Student Affairs
581-1735
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•Perverse hedonistic response

Art exhibit assembled from popularity contest
NEW YORK(AP)— It's your choice. substantial, enough(56 percent of all votAt the entrance to the Alternative Muse- ers) for Komar and Melamid to include
um in Manhattan, turn left to see "Amer- Washington,clothed,thank you very much
ica's Most Unwanted Painting."Turn right (68 percent prefer nonnude subjects). It's
for "America's Most Wanted Painting."
a restful scene,as 77 percent agree that art
Vitaly Komar and Alexander Mela- should be relaxing to look at—kind of like
mid's"People's Choice"show is the team a Norman Rockwell painting. Rockwell
of Russian emigre artists' answer to a scored highest in popularity.
simple question: What kind of art do the
Despite Hollywood's recent interest
American people want?
in filming the life of Jackson Pollock,
They used an authentic, aboveboard that artist was the favorite of a mere 4
polling service to find out. The Boston- percent of those surveyed. All in all, it is
based research firm of Marttila and Ki- an uplifting tableau, by popular demand;
ley, whose clients have included Sen. Joe 60 percent of all respondents said "yes"
Biden, the American Civil Liberties to the statement: "I only want to look at
Union and the NFL Players Association, art that makes me happy."
tabulated the aesthetic preferences of
Well, you can't please everyone.
1,001 people.
"Even from a distance, I knew it was
Imagine the average American living George Washington, and I find that disroom.
turbing," said Brian Keith Jackson, who
The most popular painting won't clash demographically would be described as a
with the couch, provided blue is some- young black writer. "This painting is so
where in the color scheme. Since blue dull, so predictable. It's like something
was voted the most popular color—by 44 you could buy at K-Mart."
percent of those surveyed—it is fitting
Jackson preferred America's Most Unthat a powder-blue VIP carpet leads up to wanted Painting."It has an evasive qualthe Most Wanted painting, which is kept ity that allows me to determine what it is.
at a respectful distance by a blue velvet It's not all spelled out."
security rope.
America's Most Unwanted Painting
By popular demand, America's Most hangs in a much less grand room, with no
Wanted Painting is a bucolic, restful rope, no American flag, no carpet and on
scene, with mountains in the distance, a a backdrop composed of America's least
lake in the foreground, George Washing- favorite colors: gold, orange, peach and
ton and the American Indians walking teal. All orangy edges, inscrutable, it
along the shore, deer cooling off in the looks like an abstract painting of a burnt
calm waters.
macaroni and cheese dinner.
The demand for historic figures was
A journalist from Russian television

The Union Board: Diversions
Residents On Campus and
The Maine Comprehensive Fee
proudly presents

Carrot Top

American Comedy Award Winner for Best Male Stand-up Comedian!

Performed on:
Arsenio Hall Show
MTV

stands before the Most Unwanted Painting, microphone in hand, addressing her
camera crew, interviewing Lea Checroni-Freid, director of Arts and Media programs for Citizen Exchange Council, who
serves as a liaison between American and
Russian artists.
"I don't think Americans like abstract
paintings because abstract paintings are
not emotional enough for them. I think
Americans are obsessed with decorative
work, with kitsch, with things that have
emotional ties," she said. "Komar and
Melamid do it the best because they're
from Russia," she said before she reconsidered. "Actually, it should be larger."
Sorry, survey says only 44 percent of
Americans prefer large paintings.
Taking an additional poke at datafrenzied Americans, Komar and Melamid constructed life-size graph sticks for
the show, standing multicolored pieces
of wood in column rows,laying pie charts
down on the floor in colorful wood wedges. Gallery revelers watched as Melamid's wife, Katia, picked up one of the
pie chart slices and handed it to a delighted infant.

ACADEMY AWARD®
NOMINATIONS

BEST PIDCTURE
BEST DIRECTOR' Steven Spielberg
BEST ACTOR• Liam Neeson
BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR • Ralph Fiennes
BEST SCREENPLAYg="'. Steven Zaillian
BEST ORIGINAL SCORE John Williams
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY Janusz Kaminski

"The Best Picture Of The Year."
- GOLDEN GLOBE AWARD - NEW YORK FILM CRITICS
CIRCLE -NATIONAL BOARD OF REVIEW - LOS ANGELES
FILM CRITICS ASSOCIATION - NATIONAL SOCIETY OF
FILM CRITICS -BOSTON SOCIETY OF FILM CRITICS
- DALLAS FILM CRITICS ASSOCIATION - CHICAGO
FILM CRITICS ASSOCIATION

, „ it„,„
01INDIIRS
1ST

Comic Strip Live
Short Attention
Span Theatre
Tonight Show
Regis and Kathie Lee

Monday April 25 at The Maine Center for the Ms
8 pm
Tickets on Sale
at the MCA Box Office, 581-1755.

$5 with UM Student ID •$10 all others

To celebrate the evening's most favored color, Komar, Melamid and the
gallery owners wore blue.
"We had discussions for years about
doing the show," said a navy-suited Andres Perchuk, the Alternative Museum's
curator."We were going to split the gallery into sections reflecting the opinions
of America's various socioeconomic sectors. But amazingly, the survey showed
that Americans have pretty much the same
tastes, across the board. Plus, Alex Melamid said that Americans want to see
THE painting, not a series of paintings.
That would be too complicated."
Lest Komar and Melamid suffer financially on this limited edition project,
Komar said he has a plan.
"We are going to do this same study in
England, in Germany and many other
countries," he said with a chuckle."And
then we'll repeat this experiment in America all over again, five years from now.
Tastes change."
The "People's Choice" exhibition will
continue through April 23.Following the
Alternative Museum show, the exhibition will then tour the United States.

r

1\11NIPEIREmc \Mi\f\IRME\liwp CI 01115
1,MESO\tif\ ''IG11.111A1Plifl\\51(401.1\11All,11:\TH\c(illIi[IBT 111011'"011.\11[1\1S
A1llhEEIVIO1
5J[[\ [L EEKKGROPII\ BiN1155
773Tr". R
fllF1v3,t
MONDAY, APRIL 18TH and TUESDAY, APRIL 19TH
HAUCK AUDITORIUM • 7:30 P.M. ONLY!

Admission $1.50 • Box Office Opens at 6:00 P.M.
For Information call Multicultural Programs • 581-1425
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•Art literature

Old dolls in new exhibit

Work of black artists
rediscovered in book
NEW YORK (AP)- African-Ameri- United States, but as far away as Sweden,
can artists who worked prior to middle of England and France-countries that had
this century often were ignored. When their welcomed some ofthe alienated Americans.
work was noticed,they were generally seen
"Few official records were kept in the
as only black artists-not great artists who United States on black artists," Henderson
were black.
says. "And those that existed were hard to
There was little record of their develop- find."
ment and achievements. Now, a new book
The authors found that the prodigious
attempts to document their story.
black artists who had emerged,such as Hen"A History ofAfrican-American Artists, ry Ossawa Tanner in the 19th century, had
From 1792 to the Present," by Harry Hend- had a terrible time getting training, Hendererson and the artist Romare Bearden is the son says.
most ambitious work to date on the subject.
Tanner, a Philadelphia native, "was
Despite its title, it is limited to those born turned down by practically everybody," at a
before 1925; that is, artists whose successes time when students learned by paying to
were eclipsed by racism and whose life apprentice to artists they admired.
stories were little known.
One artist even charged the young man
Beyond the art, the authors present a to "teach" him to draw a straight line. Finalhuman drama: How great talent slowly pen- ly, he was accepted in the class of Thomas
etrated a society not ready to receive it.
Eakins, the director of the Pennsylvania
Henderson, a journalist and art lover, Academy of Fine Arts.
was one ofthe few whites who visited among
Tanner's great ability proved to be a
the group of black writers, poets, dancers threat to his fellow white students. One
and artists living in Harlem after World War night, they carried his easel to the street and
II. He met Bearden in 1946,the two became "crucified" the thin, delicate youth by tying
fast friends and in 1966 began researching him to the wood and leaving him there.
the book.
One of the participants, the respected
Bearden, a fine artist in his own right painter Joseph Pennell, later wrote an acwho died in 1988, was convinced there was count of that night. His conclusion reflected
a desperate need for such a work after being his prejudices:"There has never been a great
invited to speak on the history of black Negro or a great Jew artist."
artists at New York's Museum of Modern
Some black American painters fled
Art.
abroad, where they succeeded simply as
For the 15 years, the authors worked on good artists. Tanner moved to Paris and
the book every Wednesday night, poring became the first African-American artist to
over material they unearthed not only in the reach worldwide recognition.

A German bisque character doll on display in The Hudson Museum.
(Courtesy photo.)

Classical

from page 21

through several contrasting episodes before it
recalled the theme of the first movement.
The whole work brought with it a sense of
familiarity, presenting ides and then returning
to them later. Emotion was not bogged down in
structure in this piece as often breaths were held
as bowsremained poised over strings long after
the last notes had faded into the air.
Antonin Dvorak's"Serenade for Strings in
E major, Op. 22," concluded the ensemble's
0.

a

0.

performance on a note ofrelaxed contentment.
"Moderate" presented this feeling of mellowness in a lyricaltheme carried by the violins.
Moving through the piece,the theme was then
carried to the cellos.
The second movement,"Tempo di valse,"
again presented its listeners with the urge to
sway through the isles with its lightand graceful
waltz theme. The music was so descriptive and
alive in itself that when I closed my eyes it was
easy to envision an 1800s ballroom scene.
The movement became meditative in its
center, but never brooding or dark. It carried
with it more the introspection that love sometimes brings.
Forming a break with the mood of the

BANGOR CINEMAS
•

942 1303
Threesome R 12:35, 2:40, 4:45,
7:00, 9:25

Four Weddings and a
Funeral R 1:00, 3:55, 6:50, 9:35
Monkey Trouble PG 12:40
Clifford PG 2:55, 5:00, 7:20, 9:30
Thumbelina G 12:10, 2:10, 4:15,
6:30

The Piano R 9:00
Major League 2 PG
12:25,2:45,5:00,7:40,10:00

Jimmy Hollywood R 12:05,

second movement, "Scherzo: Vivace" began
with a flurry before settling into a melodic
middle section. The vibrancy and life of the
piece was quick to return,though,adding spice
here and there.
Love, pure and poetic, was the idea behind
the fourth movement,"Larghetto."The double
bass and cello sung their deep devotion while
the violins and viola seized the emotion of the
moment.
The movement ended with the ensemble
becoming softer and softer until it was hard to
decipher ifit wasstill playing or ifthe notes were
simply lingering in the air.
The final movement, "Finale: Allegro vivace," presented a surprise. Neither the key nor

6 Donuts
fora
$1.00
Available at Old Town Dunkin' Donuts shops. One
coupon per customer per visit. May not be combined with
any other coupon or premium offer. Shop must retain
coupon. Taxes not included.
Limit 2 offers
Plu-615

the style wasexpected asthe piece took offbold,
alternating in strength ofvolume and rapidity of
play.
The total work is reiterated in the finale,
returning in the form of excerpts.
I can hardly think ofa better way to spend a
rainy spring Sunday afternoon than listening to
an outstanding performance by a world-known
classical ensemble.
Judging by the enthusiastic response of the
audience, which included not only one of the
longer standing ovations this semester but also
repeated shoutsofapproval,I'm notalone in my
assessment.
The audience's appreciation was rewarded
with athree-partencore thatincluded an Dvorak
waltz performed with the same grace as the
entire program.
Despite the high cost of the tickets for
this performance, the house appeared reasonably full, perhaps in part to the availability of rush tickets.

PROfESSiONAI Risumis
& INTERViEwiNq Skills
749
CSi., BAKOR
C47'
15 CROSS areer

990-2102

For regularly priced items,
10% off with I.D.
Open 24 Hours

2:35, 4:55, 7:25, 9:55

D2: Mighty Ducks PG 12:00,
2:25, 4:50, 7:30, 9:50

The Paper R 12:50, 4:00, 6:40, 9:20
Naked Gun 33 1/3 PG13 12:20,
2:20, 4:20, 7:10, 9:40

Schindler's List R 12:30, 4:10, 7:50
BARGAIN MATINEES BEFORE 6PPA

DUNKIN'
DONUTS
It's worth the trip.
Old Town

1153 Park St Oronolt
866-7141
Cappuccino • Espresso
Coffee Beans
at Rhinos Copies
in the Orono Thriftway Plaza
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SportsNews
The Campus
Sports Ticker
Olazabal fulfills
promise, wins Masters
AUGUSTA,Ga.(AP)— The Masters. Another foreign champion. A player of enormous talent finally realizing
unfulfilled promise.
The story line held up.Just substitute
the name Jose Maria Olazabal for Greg
Norman.
This was to be the Masters that Norman finally won,but it became the major
Olazabalfinally won.The Spaniard stumbled over the last two holes, but so did
Tom Lehman and Larry Mize.
Olazabal's solid closing round of69
on Sunday gave him 279 for 72 holes,
two strokes ahead of Lehman and three
ahead of Mize,the winner here in 1987.
Playing in the same group with Lehman and just behind Mize, Olazabal
scrambled when he had to, tamed the
tricky Augusta greens and never cracked
in the pressure down the stretch. He
didn't make a bogey until he hit a poor
chip on the 17th.
Olazabal all but closed it out by rolling in a 40-foot eagle putt on the par-5
15th after his second shot just barely
cleared the water and didn't roll back
into the pond as others had all week.
Lehman, who shot 72, made a great
run at a 20-footeagle try on the same hole
but left itjust short. He fell to the ground
and pounded the rock-hard Augusta green
with his fists in disappointment.
His last shotto put pressure on Olazabal came at 18, but he missed a 20-foot
par putt after driving into a sand trap.
Olazabal, who started the day 6 under, one stroke behind Lehman, birdied
Nos.2and 8 on the front nine —both par
5s — and then ran off six consecutive
pars before his eagle.
Olazabal took home $360,000, Lehman earned $216,000 and Mize collected $136,000.
It was the sixth time in seven years a
non-American walked off with the championship. It was the 10th victory by a
foreign golfer here since Gary Player started the streak in 1978, a streak that includes Seve Ballesteros,Bernhard Langer
and Nick Faldo — all of whom won twice
— and Sandy Lyle and Ian Woosnam.
Norman,the Australian who has won
a ton of money but has let a slew of major
championships slip awayfrom him,could
have shaken his label as the shark without the killer instinct. Instead, he closed
horribly,shooting 77in the final round to
finish at 292, 13 strokes behind.
Tom Kite finished fourth at5-underpar 283.
Jay Haas, Loren Roberts and Jim
McGovern finished at 3-under-par 285.
Corey Pavin and Ernie Els were at 286.
Ian Baker-Finch of Australia, John Huston and Raymond Floyd finished at 287.
Tom Watson was at even par 288.
In hot, humid conditions, with annoying gusts of the wind that bedeviled
the course all week, Olazabal, 28, was
every bit the champion he had yet to
prove he was.
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• Hutchinson names Walt Abbot interim AD
• West wins Shrine game,6-2
• Black Bears baseball team takes 3 from BU

•UMaine athletics

Abbott named UMaine interim AD
By Chris DeBeck
Sports Writer
The University of Maine has turned to a
familiar face to step in and calm the stormy
waters in the university's athletic department.
Walter Abbott, a former UMaine football coach and current physical education

instructor, was named acting athletic director on Friday. He will be taking over on
April 16.
Michael Ploszek, current UMaine athletic director, resigned from that post on
April 1 (with the resignation taking effect
April 15)after charges of an alleged coverup when five graduate-student athletes were
found ineligible.

UMaine interim AD Walt Abbott addresses the media Friday.(Boyd photo.)

"Today is a big day for Walter Abbott,"
Abbott said at a Friday press conference.
UMaine PresidentFred Hutchinson chose
Abbott, according to a prepared statement,
because Abbott provides talent and experience to lead UMaine athletics during the
transition.
"During the past week, I have talked
with and heard from several people about
possible candidates for acting director of
athletics," Hutchinson said in the statement.
"Ofthe people suggested, Walt Abbott consistently came up as someone with the experience, competency, and respect needed to
do the job."
Abbott said he accepted the challenge
for a variety of reasons. His dedication to
UMaine and the athletic department, and a
desire to move forward, he said, led him to
take the job.
"I would like to restore pride in University of Maine athletics and move forward in
a positive manner," Abbott said.
"I have great pride in the department,
and I would like to see it grow and continue," he added. "We have to bring people
back on board if we've lost a few."
In naming Abbott to the post, Hutchinson said in the statement that Abbott will
concentrate in three areas:
See ABBOTT
on page 26

•East-West Shrine hockey game

West proves to be best, 6-2
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor

goalie Dwayne Roloson — he kept referring to player who won Best Goalie in the
skills competition as "Rolonson."
Perhaps he was confused as to who
exactly Rolon... er, Roloson was — both
East goalies wore No. 30, while two of the
three West goalies wore No. 31. Must've
run out of digits, those shirt-makers.
There were more problems with the
uniforms. Each team wore flashy red-andwhite Detroit Red Wings-style numbers

— except that they looked silly with the
blue-and-white UMaine socks each player had to wear.
As if that weren't enough,the lettering
on West forward Jason Zent's jersey was
so small it looked like the bottom line of
an eye chart. Teammate Kurt Miller's
sweater mistakenly(and humorously)read
"Killer." And West forward Jeff NielsSee SHRINE
on page 27

When you have just one week from the
end of the regular season to make sure
everything for the Shrine East-West College Hockey Classic goes exactly as
planned, a few of the hairs on your head
are bound to turn a lighter shade of grey.
Taking care of hotel accommodations,
flight arrangements, uniform specifications as well as entertainment for 42 ofthe
II v1 VVIV'v't
best senior hockey players in the country
y700141)1,1Aliet
can be a very harrowing experience.
"It's exciting, but it's pretty tense until
we actually get going," said event organizer Will Rogers, who indeed has more
than a sprinkle of grey covering his scalp.
"There is so much to do, and so little
time."
And he doesn't even mention the dreaded likelihood that some of the players will
sign pro contracts mere days before the
game — like when RPI goalie Neil Little,
a member of the East roster, inked a twoyear deal with the Philadelphia Flyers last
Wednesday — leaving a vacancy on a
squad and organizers scrambling to fill it.
Understanding all of that, it's virtually
impossible to expect the game to come off
without any glitches. And this year's game
— a 6-2 West win Saturday night at Alfond Arena — had it's share.
There was certainly the announcer, who
apparently was the only person in Alfond Michigan Tech goalie Jamie Ram was among the standouts for the West
unfamiliar with UMass-Lowell stalwart squad Saturday.(Page photo.)
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•UMaine baseball

Abbott

Black Bears take four offive on weekend
By John Black
Sports Writer
Lance Bogardus collected his first win
of the season, giving the University of
Maine baseball team a 5-2 win and a Sunday sweep of the Boston University Terriers.
Bogardus, a junior left-hander, went
five innings allowing three hits.
Freshman outfielder Nick Caiazzo belted his fourth home run of the season while
Steve Puleo and Brian Jolliffe each pounded out three hits.
The Black Bears improved their record
to 10-22 overall and 7-4 in the North Atlantic Conference.
BU,1-15 and 1-9, had no repeat hitters.
Dan Donato's double proved to be their
only extra-base hit.
Earlier Sunday, Leroy Decker evened
his record at 3-3 as the Black Bears scored
five runs in the final three innings en route
to a 5-1 win.
Jolliffe and Caiazzo each collected three
hits and freshman second baseman Dan
Catlin drove in two runs.
Decker,ajunior right-hander, scattered
four hits over seven innings, striking out
eight. The lone run surrendered was unearned.
Chris Aufiero was the lone repeat hitter
for the Terriers. Mike Greaney was the
tough-luck loser. The Terriers committed
six errors leading to four unearned runs.
On Saturday, senior tri-captain Mark
Ballard won his second consecutive start as
the Black Bears edged the Terriers by a 21 score.
UMaine scored runs in the top of the

UMaine catcher Steve Puleo. (File
photo.)
sixth and seventh innings to rally for the
comeback win.
Ballard (2-4) went the distance allowing five hits, an unearned run, striking out
six and walking one.
Tony Bianchi drove in the winning run
in the top of the seventh inning. Freshman
third baseman Matt Trahan drove in the
Black Bears other run.
Third baseman Jon Cahalane's three
singles led the Terrier attack. Kirk Svartstrom, seven walks in 6 1/3 innings, suffered the loss.
The Terriers lone win of the weekend
came in Saturday's second game as they
scored four runs in the bottom of the fifth
escaping with a 7-6 win.
Donato tripled and drove in four Terrier

runs. Shortstop Matt Smolinsky had two
singles. Left-fielder Tony Aime smacked
his second home run.
Mike Anselmo went the distance to
even his record at 1-1. Anselmo allowed
just two earned runs.
UMaine's Jim Hanning (1-3) was saddled with the loss. The freshman left-hander went four innings, allowing seven runs,
four earned, walked three and struck out
two.
Puleo paced the UMaine attack with
two hits and two runs batted in.
Friday afternoon, the Black Bears
started the weekend on a positive note
with a 5-1 win over the Providence College Friars.
Steve Coombs won his first game of the
season with help from relief pitcher Brad
Veilleux.
Coombs went seven shutout innings
allowing four hits before giving way to
Veilleux, who earned his first save of the
season.
UMaine freshman catcher John Ellis
drove in two runs.
James O'Brien went the distance,dropping his record to 2-4.
The Friars, 16-9 overall, scored their
lone run in the bottom of the ninth on
pinch-hitter Kevin Burke's single.
Black Bear Notes:
The Black Bears travel to Chestnut Hill,
Mass. Wednesday for a game against the
Boston College Eagles.
UMaine's 33-game road trip will come
to an end, weather permitting, when they
host the University of New Hampshire
Wildcats next weekend.Doubleheaders are
slated for both Saturday and Sunday.

from page 25

'Compliance-related areas, including how the compliance office operates
and support services provided for students and coaches.
*Administrative policies and procedures, making sure the department takes
care of business.
'Communication, within the department and throughout campus.
This term marks the second time
Abbott has stepped in as acting athletic
director.He previously served that post
during the summer of 1991,the period
between former UMaine Athletic Director Kevin White's departure and
Ploszek's arrival at UMaine.
"I enjoyed that last session," Abbott
said. "There was a lot of construction
going on during that time, and a lot of
turmoil at that time."
He took the job again for different
reasons.
"There were completely different circumstances," Abbott said."I took thejob
this time because ofthe love by(U)Maine
athletics by so many people, not just
students, faculty, staff, professors."
Hutchinson also said in the statement
that he would allow Abbott to apply for
the permanent post, which will be advertised nation-wide.
"I haven't made any decision yet,"
Abbott said. He added that he won't
decide whether to apply for the permanent position until summer.
A 33-year veteran of the UMaine
athletic department, Abbott coached
the football team from 1967 to 1975,
and is an associate professor of physical education. He started his career at
UMaine as a instructor and assistant
football coach in 1960.

Write
Sports.
Call Chad
at 1-1268.

PAT'S BIKE SHOP
!24 Hr Service or while you wait for minor repairs
•Shrader Inner Tubes $2.49 all sizes with ID
•Presta Inner Tubes $2.99 all sizes with ID

We'll matckany competitor's prices!
*BEST PRICES!

lAuthorized Dealer for
'Giant
•Scott USA

We'll match any price on any brand name we carry,

*BEST SELECTION!
Over 350 Bikes in Stock.

*BEST SERVICE!
Only shop with certified

live in style...
2 bedroom, luxury apartments
walking distance to campus
may & september occupancy available

'Pro-Flex

1 & 1/2 bathrooms, fireplaceL washer/dryer, microwave,
spiral staircase, skylight, heat & hot water
$235/student, maximum of 4 people

tore Hours:

call 866-2265 or 884-7464

*Bridgestone

Mon-We • 9:30-•:0'pm
Thur-Fri 9:30-8pm
Sat 9-5
989-2900

Inquire about our free delivery service!
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Shrine Game

from page 25

en's top was apparently made for someone with the surname "Neilsen."
Yet all of these errors became completely insignificant when the real reason
for the game revealed itself in the form of
Nick Richard.
Richard,on the surface,is a typical 13year old boy. He enjoys hockey and most
other sports, and was thrilled and nervous
when was chosen as an honorary player
for the West squad.
Yet the very reason that he was picked
for the game is precisely what makes him
special compared to other kids his age.
See, when Nick Richard was younger,
he suffered a serious illness that resulted
in the amputation of both of his legs below
the knee,his left hand and most of his right
one. Doctors thought he would be lucky to
live a normal life, let alone ever play
hockey.
But thanks to the work of the Shriners
Hospitals, whose 22 branches receive the
proceeds from the game, Richard was fitted for prostheses that enabled him to do
just about everything anyone else his age
could do. Even play hockey.
So when his name was announced in
pre-game introductions and he skated onto
the Alfond ice, executing a flawless lap
around the rink as the crowd cheered and
his teammates tapped their sticks to the
ice in appreciation, one realized that the
spelling of someone's name on their jersey was really one insignificant little detail in the grand scheme of things.
That'sjust what Jamie Ram was thinking at that moment.
'That's what the game is all about,kids
like him," said Ram, the West goalie out
of Michigan Tech. "Most of the players
are here thinking about making a good
showing and catching the attention of
scouts, but when you meet a kid like Nick,
you realize what is really important."
Indeed. But still, many of the players,
such as free agents Cal Ingraham of
UMaine and the East and forward Clayton
Beddoes of National Champion Lake Superior State and the West, were hoping to
catch the eye of at least one of the dozens
of scouts in the stands.
"I don't have one,"joked Beddoes,the
hero of the Lakers' championship run,
when asked what he future holds. "I'm

just hoping to get a shot somewhere. We're
all aware of the scouts watching us and
we're hoping they notice, but beyond that,
it's out of our control."
Chances are those scouts were impressed with Beddoes' display of unselfishness late in the game. With the West
holding a commanding 5-2lead,Eastcoach
Bob Gaudet pulled his goalie,Geoff Finch
of Brown with 1:43 left. Almost immediately, Beddoes stole the puck from an East
player and broke in along the right side
with just one defender to beat.
But instead of winding up and ripping
slap-shot for an easy empty net goal, Beddoes did something else — he left the puck
for a trailing teammate,not exactly a great
deed unless you know the history between
Beddoes and the recipient of his pass.
The man Beddoes set up was none
other than David Oliver of Michigan. Understand that Oliver and Beddoes have
been opponents at the rival CCHA schools
for four intense years, and it was Oliver
and Michigan who were favored to win
the national title this year — that is until
Beddoes and his Laker teammates knocked
them off in the NCAA Semifinals. It was
just another chapter in a storied — and
sometimes bitter — rivalry.
But that didn't stop Beddoes from feeding his foe-turned-teammate for the goal,
in essence capturing the spirit of the game
in one pretty play.
"I knew it was David, but hey, were
teammates today, and I've come to find
out he's a pretty good guy," Beddoes said.
"Besides," he smiled, "I've got the
(championship) ring. It's the least I could
do."
Oliver, who scored the second West
goal at the 3:08 mark of the first period,
also set up West goals by "Killer" Miller
and John Engfer 22 seconds apart in the
third period to cap a four-point, West
MVP performance.
One of seven Hobey Baker finalists —
including winner Chris Marinucci of Minnesota-Duluth —participating in the game,
the Edmonton Oiler draft pick is one of
several players negotiating with NHL
teams."The game is almost like vacation
from that," Oliver sighed. "Negotiations
are so nerve-racking."
Ram, who made 13 first period saves,

many of the acrobatic variety, and Marinucci, who spent most of then night on a
line with a pair of Division 3 players, are
others who appears to be headed to an
NHL rink near you soon.
But on Saturday night,said Westcoach
George Gwozdecky(who's name,not surprisingly, was also butchered by the P.A.
announcer), they got to strut their stuff in
front of college hockey fans one last time.
And that, along with stories of kids like
Nick Richard, are what made the Shrine
game so very special.
"As a coach and a player, you hear
about all of these guys and prepare for
them for years, and when you finally get
here and you are all together, you don't
know quite what to expect," Gwozdecky
said. "You're tentative, because you've
always been opponents.
"But by the time that those 48 hours
are up, guys are best friends, they have
nicknames for each other, and the kids in
the Shrine hospitals are better off than
they were before," he continued. "And
you just know it's the perfect way to end
the season, no matter what happens on
the ice."
Shrine Notes: East goals were scored
by Jay Murphy of RIT and Mike Shustak
of Holy Cross, but they came after the
West had already built a 5-0 lead...Dean
Fedorchuk of Alaska-Fairbanks, the nation's top goal scorer this season with 42,
had the other West goal...Defenseman
Michael Spalla of BC was the East
MVP...Defenseman Shawn Reid of Colorado College was took the Fastest Skater honor in the skills competition, while
Harvard's Brian Farrell won the
shootout...Roloson got a nice ovation
from the Alfond crowd after departing at
the 9:56 mark of the third second period
having stopped 21 of 23 shots...But Ram
was the most impressive goalie in the
game, halting the East on a number of
good scoring opportunities, something
he is very used to after playing for defensively-inept Michigan Tech this season.
In fact, the personable Ram let out a
hearty laugh when one reporter asked
him if he felt like he was playing for the
Huskies again after having to make so
many tough saves."I guess you could say
that," he chuckled.

1
1
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•MLB

Fernandez
blanks
Bosox,6-0
CHICAGO (AP) — Alex Fernandez
pitched a six-hitter — all singles — for his
first shutout in nearly a year, and the Chicago White Sox beat the Boston Red Sox 8-0
Sunday.
Fernandez (1-1) struck out six, walked
one and was backed by three-run innings in
both the third and fifth. It was his first
shutout since last April 13 against Minnesota and the fourth of his career.
Julio Franco and Frank Thomas drove in
two runs each for the White Sox. The Red
Sox helped Chicago by making three outfield errors.
Fernandez worked out of trouble in the
second after Mo Vaughn and Andre Dawson opened with hits. Damon Berryhill flied
out, with Vaughn taking third, but Dawson
was thrown out trying to steal and Tim
Naehring lined to shortstop.
Franco hit an RBI double in the first off
Joe Hesketh(0-1), who allowed six runs and
six hits in 4 2-3 innings.
Athletics 15, Twins 5
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Geronimo
Berroa, a non-roster player who made the
Athletics in spring training, drove in five
runs with a homer, a double and three singles Sunday as Oakland completed a threegame run-a-thon against the Minnesota
Twins with a 15-5 victory.
Terry Steinbach drove in four runs with
a double and single for Oakland.Stan Javier
and Troy Neel also homered, giving the
Athletics 13 in the series. Berroa, a good
minor-league hitter for 10 seasons who has
had only four brief stints in the majors, is
hitting .692 with two homers and seven
RBIs. He made the club by hitting .457 with
five homers and 18 RBIs this spring.
John Briscoe (2-0) relieved Todd Van
Poppel in the fourth inning and pitched 2 13 shutout innings to earn his second victory
of the series.
Jim Deshaies(0-2)allowed nine runs on
seven hits and five walks.

IRRESISTIBLES

1
1

Hurry in to see our
new spring collection!

A

171 Center St., Bangor
Take Broadway exit, left onto Broadway and
bear right onto Center Street

941-9535

2 for 1

Front End Alignment
bring your roommate or a friend!
Onlyfor UMaine Students.

bangor tire company
rm.;
L

35 Market Street, Bangor
945-6431
Expires 4/29/94

WE OFFER

ELECTROMC
,7AXFILING
•State and Federal Income Taxes Prepared
•Electronic Filing is available
whether we complete your return or you do.

S.A.M.'s
Bookkeeping Services
Sandra A. Morin, Accountant.
30 Baker Lane, Bradley
827-0408
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Yeah, like a story is gonna fit in this puny space. Who the
hell does the classifieds around here, anyway?
Maine Campus classifieds
help wanted
Counselors-TOP BOYS SPORTS CAMPMaine-Exciting,fun-filled summer.Openings: ALL COMPETITIVE TEAM SPORTS,
TENNIS,WSI &ALL WATER SPORTS.PLUS:
Camping & hiking, ice hockey, SCUBA,
archery, riflery, A&C,martial arts, etc.Top
salaries, excellent facilities, travel allowance. CALL OR WRITE: Steve Rubin, 1800-473-6104, CAMP COBBOSSEE,
Silvermine Dr., South Salem, NY 10590.
Cruise Ships Now Hiring-Earn up to
$2,000+/month on cruise ships or LandTour companies. Summer & full-time
employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information call 1206-634-0468 ext. C5067.
Summer Help wanted-Experienced
short order cook for busy take-out on
lovely mid-coast island. Need someone
who can work fast and maintain equilibrium under pressure. Room and board
possible. Negotiable salary commensurate with experience. Call 734-2270 days
or 734-6789 evenings.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENTMake up to $2,000-$4,000+/mo. teaching basic conversational English abroad.
Japan, Taiwan, and S. Korea. Many employers provide room & board + other
benefits. No teaching background or Asian
languages required. For more information call:(206)632-1146 ext. J5067.
Alaska Summer Employment-Earn up
to $8000+ in'two months. Room &
board! Transportation! Male/Female. No
experience necessary! (206) 545-4155
ext. A5067.
Live-in full-time nanny-West Hartford, CT. Full-time care of one 3 year old
boy. Previous child care experience and/
or jobs. One year commitment. CPR
certified, easy going, and nonsmoker. If
you have questions, please call (203)
233-0094. May 30, 1994.
Summer Resort Jobs-Earn to $12/hr.
+ tips. Locations include: Hawaii, Florida,
Rockies, Alaska, New England, etc. Call
1-800-807-5950 ext. R5067.
300 Summer Camp positions in NY,
PA, Maine-Instructors needed: Tennis,
basketball, baseball, hockey-rollerblading,
WSI/lifeguards, sailing, water-skiing,
windsurfing, lacrosse, archery, gymnastics, ceramics,jewelry, photography, soccer, dance, equestrian, ropes/outdoors,
piano accompanists, phys. ed majors,
nurses, chef. Arlene-1-800-443-6428.
,
-

miscellaneous

HOT NEW GAME for singles-$3.00.
RATE-A-DATE, Dept-01, Box 259,
Springvale, ME 04083 FREE BONUS before 5/7.
EROS CONNECTION for ACTIVE
people-Call today...CONNECT TONIGHT!!!900-484-1300,2.49/Mmn. 18+
or FANTASIES: 900-446-2200, 2.49/
min. 18+.

miscellaneous
IN LIMBO DJ SERVICE-The most music,
over $12,000! All request, exactly what
you want. Mike Laramee 947-6559.
FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE
May grads-Remember to pick up your
complimentary UM General Alumni
Assoc. membership packages in Crossland
Alumni Center (across from Alfond) before April 20.
Tired of costly long distance phone
bills? Get your own personal 800 number. Contact Carter and Associates at
207-394-2023 or 603-425-5282,leave
message.
Anxious? Unintended pregnancy?
We'll help. Free pregnancy test. 9421611.
Views of college life to women over
30: We are 2 women undergrad Psy
students who are conducting a research
project as part of our coursework for
Principles of Psy research. Please come
to the Commuter Lounge, 2nd fl. of the
Union on Wed. 4/13, 1-2 or Th. 4/14,
2-3. Not much time required. Participants will raffle for $10 gift cert. to the
U bookstore.
Orono Thrift Shop-Horn Main, take
Pine, 2nd rt. onto Birch. Open Wed 114, Sat 11-2.

for sale
Must sell ASAP: Microffidge-$125;
loveseat-$50; VCR-$50; 12' x 11' rug$60, perfect for dorm room. Tim 5816721.
Kenwood KRC-1005 car radio new.
Asking $100 or B/0. Call Corey 5817759. _
1977 VW Camper-Has a 1600 duelport engine. Needs some work.$1100.1f
interested, call Diana at 581-8081.
1986 Chev. Cav. RS-5 spd, standard,
good condition, new tires. $1,200 or
B/0. Call Carl at 866-0671.
5-piece Dixon drumset-Everything included. Good strong set, contains extras. Give a call 827-6696 evenings.
$350.00.
New Smith Corona typewriter w/ full
spellcheck and extra ribbons. Works
great. Call x6949. $75.00.
Wanted: To trade Sega Genesis with 2
controllers and Sonic 2 cartridges for
Supernintendo with Mario. Please call
Jeff at 827-7928.
1986 Nissan Sentra-5 spd. standard,
$1800. Top condition, runs good, looks
great. Interested? Call Mike at 9456056.

EUROPE this summer? FLY-only $169!
CALIFORNIA-$129 ea. way! Now! CARIBBEAN/Mexican Coast-$189 r/t. No
gimmicks-no hitches. Call for information. Fly with AIRTECH 1-800-575-TECH.

Stop by the basement of Lord
Hall for your classified ad.

lost & found
Lost: Brown leather wallet in Memorial
Gym 4/1 between 6 & 8 p.m. Call 5817235.
Lost: An Egyptian scarb bracelet on Wed.,
April 6th. Please call the Maine Campus
at 581-1273.
Lost: Ladies'gold Pulsar watch in Gannett
parking lot on 4/3. Call 866-3785.
Lost: A brown leather wallet between
the Union and library on Wed. April 6th.
If found, please call Peggy at 827-9812.
Lost: Brown weekly organizer on the
Bangor campus around Eastport Hall, 3/
31. Will reward. Any information-6678472.
Lost: Pair of tortoise shell prescription
eyeglasses on 3/10 at Latti Fitness Center. If found, call Andy at 827-0552.
Found: Fleet 24 ATM card. Belongs to a
Martin Butler. If it's yours, stop by the
Maine Campus or call 581-1273. Show
the proper ID and its yours.

roommates
Roommates m/f to share 3 BR apt. in
Old Town. $225/person, heat/hot water included. Big rooms. Call 827-2542.
1-2 female roommates wanted at
Washburn Apartments. Call 866-7627
for more information.
Bar Harbor-2 male roommates with a
good sense of humor to share apt. w/ 3
females. Contact Jen x7345.
Roommate Wanted: To share spacious
2 bedroom apt. in Old Town. $212.50/
mo. heat and hot water incl. Next to bus
route. No smokers. Please call Dana at
827-7374.

apartments
Now renting 1,2,3 BR apts. + 4 BR
house. Most include heat + hot water.
Call Mike Freese 827-3718.
1 bdrm-Rurnished, modern, professional
setting, summer or fall. $450/ 9455810 or 866-7708.
Orono- 1 bdrm, furnished, quiet, very
clean, 1 mi. to campus, W/D on site.
Avail. 5/16-Aug. $450/mo. 866-7088.
Orono-1 BR, 1/4 mile to UMaine. Heat &
hot water incl. Take over lease or summer
sublet. Avail. May 16. 866-4958.
Orono-Furnished apt. bordering campus. $390/mo. + utilities. Available May
15. Call 866-7364.
Summer Sublet-Hubbard Farms, $195
to share townhouse with 2 graduate
students. Partially furn. 866-7363.
Stillwater Apts.subletfor summer- 2
bedroom-$500/mo. Call 866-2531 for
info.
2/3 BR apts.- Heat/HW inc. Enclosed
sunporch, on-site laundry, off street
parking. $475-675/mo. 827-7492.
3 BR apt. on bus route, W/D hook-ups,
heated-$750.Available Sept. 1. Call 9422314 ext. 115.

apartments
3 BR apt.on bus route. Clean, spacious,
$575+ electric. Available May 1. Call
942-2314 ext. 115.
Orono Apartments for rent: Several
to choose from, big and small, good
prices. 866-2518 or 866-3248.
122 Oak St. & 280 N. Main St. Old
Town-2 BR apt., heat & hot water
included. From $485/month.827-7231.
Orono-Heated 2 BR apts, partially furn.,
within walking distance to Univ. 8662816.
Now renting 2-3 BR apt. for spring
and fall. Heat & hot water inc. Call Kerry
Olsen 941-9539 leave message.
Apartments for summer subletting,
and possibly next school year, close to
campus. Call 866-2516 or 941-9113.
Orono-Rooms in private home, a two
minute walk to Univ. 866-2816.
Country-Living Townhouse Apts.-Bradley, 9 mi. to campus, 2 BR, 1 1/2 bath,
kit., living rm.,cable-ready,laundry, heat
and hot water included. 1 yr. lease, sec.
dep. required. $600/mo. 866-7798.
Orono Apts-Showing and leasing apts.
for next fall. Eff. 1,2,3,4 BR apts. from
$200/mo. Heat and hot water inc. Call
827-7231.

personals
ATA, EX, Bell, EN-Thanks for the
great support and sponsorship for the
FIJI marathon. HBO
Pep- Great job, everyone, and keep up
the passion. Shnack Woman
SC-Jyes! Healthy passions week is here!
Little Mexican one
Buzz-You are the best. Meet at the
dance Friday night! MP
Darth Vadar-Looking forward to celebrating our undying passion! May the
force be with you! -Little Bo-Peep
Tall, blond man in the Union and
library U know who you R. Where are
you going to be this healthy passions
week? -Petite, dark woman
Sweetie: Can't wait to see those big
brown eyes in the candlelight. Fri, 6:30,
Wells. -Cheekey
Bryan: I'll CU in 2 & 2. Meet at the
Dating Game, Wed,8 p.m. Hauck -K
MF: Will you marry me? Me
You: Yes, I will marry U! CU on Fri,
noon, FFA Rm. -MF
Hey,T.S.-Thanks for the passion. Meet
me Tues, 3:30, FFA room for more.
Single & satisfied but still looking.
CU on Thurs, 4:00 FFA Rm.
Midnight Cowboy: I'll let my fingers
do the talking. CU at the massage
wkshop-your basic instinct toy
M: I can't wait to finally dance with you
Fri. night at Wells Commons.-KD
Karen, I want us to work. CU at the
lasting love workshop Fri. -Jack
S-1'm glad we met, the best is yet to
come-R

